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Aiming to be a company creating 
new values for human culture 
throughout the world

Toyo Ink Group’s Philosophy System

People-oriented managementCorporate 
Philosophy

We, the Toyo Ink Group, endeavor to be a company 
that contributes to the enrichment of life and culture 
throughout the world.
● Contribute to the affluence and culture of people worldwide.

● Create lifestyle value for the new age.

● Provide advanced technology and quality products and services.

Corporate 
Policy

● Provide knowledge that enhances customer trust and satisfaction.

● Respect the realization of all employees’ ambitions.

● Act as a responsible corporate citizen in harmony with society and the environment.

● Respect shareholders’ rights, improve shareholder value and enhance market valuation.

Guiding 
Principles

The Toyo Ink Group’s Corporate Philosophy System, which consists of three parts — corporate philosophy, 

corporate policies, and guiding principles — was established in April 1993.

The system shows the base of the brand of the corporate group and the guidelines that each employee 

of the Group should keep in mind and should act on as a businessperson.

In April 2014, we revised the guiding principles by adding “improving stakeholder satisfaction” to the 

existing principles of improving customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, and society satisfaction.

At the Toyo Ink Group, we will use this revision as an opportunity to redouble our efforts to evolve into 

a corporate group that satisfies all of its stakeholders.
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Editorial Policy
This report was created based on an editorial policy that consists 
of three points: 1) describing the relationship between social issues 
and our business (products) in a way that is easy to understand; 2) 
providing ample information and data, and 3) moving further ahead 
towards global reporting. 

In regards to point 1), we used illustrations to depict the relationship 
between society and the Toyo Ink Group products used in various fields. 
At the same time, we convey our awareness of social issues and our 
specific products aimed at addressing these issues in the special feature 
section related to the Private Show, an event at which we announce our 
new products. The special feature section also describes the agribusiness 
we run, a new business in a promising field, and our efforts to reduce 
the environmental impact of our activities by introducing solar power 
generation systems in Japan and other countries.

Looking at point 2), we give explanations of our corporate 
governance and new CSR initiatives, offer additional information about 
human rights and labor practices (with one more page for each than 
the previous year), and provide analysis of the environmental impact.

For point 3), we describe the progress made with respect to 
the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) based on the core subjects of 
ISO 26000, an international standard on social responsibility. At the 
same time, we strive to introduce as many initiatives of our overseas 
affiliates as possible.

In producing this report, we obtained feedback from the nonprofit 
organization Workers Club for Eco-Harmonic Renewable Society 
(President: Hiromitsu Kumetani). We also asked them to provide us 
with third-party views and opinions for this report.

Scope of Social and Environmental Report
■ Period covered
This report primarily deals with fiscal 2014 (April 1, 2014 to March 
31, 2015). The environmental impact at overseas affiliates, however, 
was calculated based on data recorded during the period of January 
1, 2014 to December 31, 2014. 

In addition, since the original Japanese-language version of this 
report was published in October 2015, information on significant 
accomplishments occurring up to June 2015 is also included.

■ Areas covered
● Social Activities

This report covers the social activities of the Toyo Ink Group’s 
Japanese and overseas affiliates.

● Environmental Safety Activities
This report contains examples of the environmental and safety 
activities of the Toyo Ink Group, including its Japanese affiliates 
and overseas affiliates. The environmental performance data 
shown in this report are those of the Group’s overseas affiliates 
with ISO 14001 certification, and its Japanese affiliates.

The production volume of the overseas affiliates with ISO 
14001 certification accounts for approximately 73% of the total 
production volume of all the overseas affiliates. 

■ Guidelines used as reference
● Social and Environmental Report

• Ministry of the Environment’s Environmental Reporting 
Guidelines 2012

• Global Reporting Initiative’s Sustainability Reporting Guidelines 3.1
• ISO 26000, international standard on social responsibility

● Environmental Accounting
• The Ministry of the Environment: Environmental Accounting 

Guidelines 2005
• Japan Responsible Care Council: Environmental Accounting 

Guidelines for Chemical Companies

■ Dates of publication
Japanese language version: October 2015 (Next edition to be 

published in October 2016)
English language version: December 2015 (Next edition to be 

published in December 2016)
Chinese language version: December 2015 (Next edition to be 

published in December 2016)

For Further Information, Please Contact:
Corporate Communication Department
Toyo Ink SC Holdings Co., Ltd.
Sogokan 110 Tower, 7-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 
104-8377 JAPAN.
Tel: 81-3-3272-5720   Fax: 81-3-3272-9788
E-mail: info@toyoinkgroup.com

Invitation to Our Website
Our Social and Environmental Reports published from 1999 to 2014 are 
available from the Social and Environmental Activities section of the 
Toyo Ink Group website at:
http://schd.toyoinkgroup.com/en/csr/index.html
Our policies on CSR, safety and the environment, environmental 
performance data and other information are also posted in this section. 
We would also like you to use this website to give us your opinions and 
comments about this report.
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Message from the President

Aiming to be a corporate entity that 
contributes to the enrichment of diverse 
lifestyle cultures through manufacturing 
and is continually needed by society

Our approach to addressing social issues is  
to tackle them from the consumers’ perspective. 
We have followed this approach since  
the foundation of our company.
“We would like to play an active role in society by 
constantly improving the quality of the printing inks that 
support the printing industry. This industry is responsible 
for supporting academic education, one of the sources of a 
nation’s strength.” 

This sentence is from our founding brief issued in 1907. 
The words above reflect our attention to the social issue of 
providing children, the future leaders of Japan, with access 
to academic education and our desire to help solve this 
issue through our business.

This founding principle has been adapted to fit the context 
of contemporary society in the form of the “SSC-III: Evolution 
Plan,” our medium-term management plan that began in 
2014. We define the concept of SCC-III as “evolving into a 
science company.” At the base of this concept are the “many 
different people living around the world,” while the area that 
we are to contribute to is “solving social issues,” with the 
means by which we do that being “(based on) chemicals.” Our 
ideas go beyond chemicals, and we “think about things based 
on scientific thinking and formulate specific courses of action.” 
This is the vision of the Toyo Ink Group.

The special feature section of this report introduces social 
issues and examples of our product development aimed at 
addressing these issues in the three business domains of 
the Toyo Ink Group: Communication Science, Life Science, 
and Sustainability Science. I hope the section provides you 
with greater insight into the initiatives the Toyo Ink Group is 
pursuing on its quest to become a science company.

Promoting and strengthening our CSR activities
Our businesses rooted in chemical manufacturing are likely 
to have a substantial impact on society. Based on this 
recognition, we believe that we need to build and maintain 
healthy relationships with all of our stakeholders. To this 
end, we have established the CSR Charter and CSR Action 
Guidelines, and promote activities with their provisions. 
The driving body behind activities is the CSR Generalization 

Committee, and we review activities based on the core 
subjects and the issues described in ISO 26000, an 
international standard on social responsibility, in our efforts 
to promote a wider range of CSR activities.

In FY2013, the group-wide conference formerly known 
as the Environmental Conference was renamed the Social 
and Environmental Conference. This conference provides us 
with an opportunity for the entire Toyo Ink Group to share 
information about our labor practices, CSR procurement, 
and social contribution activities. In FY2014, we set Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) based on the core subjects of 
ISO 26000 and checked the progress of our CSR activities 
against these indicators. Later in FY2015, we created the 
Guidebook for the Management of Operating Bases for 
carrying out activities in accordance with our CSR stance 
and corporate policy, and have been moving forward 
with these activities based on the provisions of this book. 
Through these initiatives, we aim to further strengthen our 
CSR activities.

Initiatives for continuing manufacturing  
while reducing our environmental impact 
In FY2015, we will do more to promote the infrastructure 
development of our operating bases in Japan. We will 
boost the production of products that will grow in Japan 
and other countries, with factories playing the central role. 
At the same time, we will take measures such as expanding 
the range of instruments for evaluating packaging inks.

We have set medium-term environmental objectives 
toward the final year of the SCC-III, and have been working 
to achieve these objectives. However, the environmental 
impact of some of our business establishments in Japan 
has been increasing as a result of developing infrastructure. 
To diminish our environmental impact, we are introducing 
energy-saving equipment and taking various other 
countermeasures. In addition, we introduced solar power 
generation systems in FY2014 to generate electricity for 
own consumption and sale. We will continue to make 
efforts to reduce the environmental impact, recognizing 
that achieving a low environmental impact through our 
manufacturing activities is also an important social issue.
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A company that keeps growing globally
We promote measures that range from the expansion of 
facilities in China and Southeast Asia, to the establishment 
of joint ventures on pigments in China and India and 
the expansion of sales of UV inks through TOYO INK 
ARETS (Belgium). In addition, the number of national 
staff members in the sales and engineering departments 
has been on the rise. In FY2014, we published the CSR 
Activities Report of Subsidiaries in China 2014, a regional 
version based on unique CSR guidelines in China. In 
response to these initiatives, we tried to provide more in-
depth information about our overseas operating bases.

It is important to be a company loved by local people in 
other countries as well, and contribute to local communities 
through corporate activities such as employing local 
people, reducing the environmental impact, and ensuring 
safe operations. The most important thing, though, is 
conducting safe operations within our corporate activities. 
We will reaffirm the importance of safe operations, and 
globally expand our systems for ensuring safety and 

preventing accidents. At the same time, we intend to 
continue growing as the Toyo Ink Group, staying connected 
with our colleagues all over the world and coexisting 
harmoniously with them.  

By 2027, the year in which we celebrate our 120th 
anniversary, the Toyo Ink Group will have evolved into a 
true global science company. I dearly hope that the Toyo Ink 
Group will maintain our basic stance of “examining issues 
from consumers’ perspective,” making no changes to, and 
continue contributing to society through manufacturing for 
not only the next decade, but the next century.

Katsumi Kitagawa
Group CEO
President and Representative Director
TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
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The Toyo Ink Group continued to face a difficult environment, 
stemming from factors such as the stagnation of demand 
for printing in the domestic market and raw material prices 
that have remained high due to the weaker yen. However, 
we moved forward with the business activities laid out in the 
FY2014 corporate policy to “create innovations with strategic 

thinking at every opportunity,” “meet planned cost with a 
tightly-knit global network,” and “enhance value through the 
effective utilization and review of management resources.” 
As a result of these activities, we achieved an increase in net 
sales and net income, although operating income declined.

Fiscal 2014 Corporate Data

Corporate Data

In April 2011, we changed the name of Toyo Ink Mfg. Co., Ltd. to Toyo Ink SC Holdings Co., Ltd. and adopted a holding company system as a 
measure for helping to achieve our vision. Our three core operating companies take the lead in four business segments. Cooperating with one 
another, these companies continue to grow in each field, always looking ahead to the next step with the aim of creating even more value as part 
of the Toyo Ink Group.

The Toyo Ink Group Profile

The Toyo Ink Group

Number of affiliates: 22 in Japan, 57 overseas
 (67 consolidated subsidiaries and 

12 equity-method affiliates)

Consolidated net sales: 286,684 million yen

Consolidated number 
of employees: 7,919

[Holding company]

TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

Headquarters: Sogokan 110 Tower, 7-1, Kyobashi 
3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo,  
104-8377 JAPAN

Founded: January 8, 1896

Established: January 15, 1907

Chairman: Kunio Sakuma

Group CEO
President and 
Representative Director: Katsumi Kitagawa

Capital: 31,733 million yen

Number of Employees: 454

Website >> http://schd.toyoinkgroup.com/

(million yen) (million yen) (Number of employees)

▲

Net Sales (consolidated)

▲

Net Sales by Business Segment (consolidated)

▲

Net Sales by Business Area (consolidated)

▲

Employees by Business Area (consolidated)

▲

Operating Income, Net Income and Research and Development 
Expenses (consolidated)

0 (FY)

300,000

200,000

100,000

2014

279,557 286,684

20112010

245,958

2012

245,337

2013

248,689

(million yen)

0 (FY)20142010 2011 2012 2013

7,179

19,145

11,517

7,340

13,304

18,210

7,794

12,260

19,728

7,186

17,547

8,714
6,950

13,648

7,238

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

(million yen)

Operating Income Net Income Research and Development Expenses

Colorants and 
Functional
Materials
26.7%
(78,465)

Printing 
and 
Information
29.7%
(87,468)

Packaging
Materials
21.5%
(63,114)

Other
1.9% (5,704)

Polymers
and Coatings
20.2%
(59,495)

Europe
2.6% (7,465）
Africa
0.1% (401）

Japan
57.0%
(163,285)

Asia and 
Oceania
35.4%
(101,550)

North, Central, 
and South America
4.9%
(13,983)

Europe
4.0%
(315)

Japan
40.8%
(3,233)

Asia and 
Oceania
50.9%
(4,027)

North, Central, 
and South America
4.3%
(344)
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Core operating companies

TOYOCOLOR CO., LTD.

Established: April 1, 2012
President and CEO: Hironori Sakai
Capital: 500 million yen
Number of Employees: 744
Website >> 
http://www.toyo-color.com/

TOYOCHEM CO., LTD.

Established: April 1, 2011
President and CEO: Satoru Takashima
Capital: 500 million yen
Number of Employees: 373
Website >> 
http://www.toyo-chem.com/

We create a wide variety of products including organic 
pigments, which are among the primary materials for 
printing inks, by combining them with our colorant 
technologies, organic chemical synthesis technologies 
and dispersion technologies. The diverse products we 
produce include plastic colorants incorporating flame 
resistance, conductivity, convenience in molding, 
electromagnetic shielding, and many other features 
and LCD color filter materials created with our nano-
level dispersion processing technology.

Inks and coating materials for various applications, 
including water-based gravure inks and water-
based flexographic inks, are used for printing and 
processing a wide range of packages. In the field of 
soft packaging such as food packaging, we provide 
safer and more reliable materials and also contribute 
to realizing environmentally-friendly manufacturing 
processes and energy and material conservation with a 
variety of systems and expertise.

We have created new functions and demand by 
combining polymers, which are a type of printing ink 
materials, making them core materials through the 
use of the unique technologies we have developed 
over many years of operation. The applications of our 
products—such as coatings, resins, adhesives, and 
adhesive tapes for industrial use—have been expanding 
from use for food packaging and stickers and labels to 
other markets, such as automobiles, home electronics, 
electronics, healthcare, and next-generation energy.

Since our foundation, the Printing and Information 
Related Business has been one of the Toyo Ink 
Group’s fundamental businesses. Our strength in this 
business lies in our integrated system of production 
from pigments and resins as raw materials to finished 
products. We develop and provide environmentally 
friendly products and advanced, high-value-added 
products. We also provide solutions that contribute 
to society, such as support for standardization in the 
printing process and support for color management 
and color universal design.

TOYO INK CO., LTD.
Established: April 1, 2011
President and CEO: Katsumi Yamazaki
Capital: 500 million yen
Number of Employees: 852
Website >> http://www.toyoink.jp/

Colorants and Functional Materials-related Business

Packaging Materials-related Business

Polymers and Coatings-related Business

Printing and Information-related Business
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DigiFine™, comprehensive brand  of gravure and 
flexographic printing plates
We used to view the diverse gravure and flexographic printing plates that 
we manufactured and sold on our own from the vantage point of the plate 
manufacturing method. We have since restructured the lineup of the products 
from the users’ perspective, placing an emphasis on use, quality, and accuracy 
of the plates, rather than focusing on the plate manufacturing method. The 
business is now operated under the brand name of DigiFIne™. We also offer the 
DigiFine™ Premium lineup of printing plate solutions for printed electronics and 
other forms of new industrial uses.

(TOYO FPP CO., LTD.)

Chiarossier™, a concept for new color management solutions

Chiarossier™ is a concept of comprehensive color management solutions from 
Toyo Ink Co., Ltd. Use of our proprietary color conversion technology enables 
easy image color conversion for reproducing the colors of original images more 
faithfully or expressing more brilliant colors than those of the original images, 
not only with the Kaleido® wide-color gamut process inks, as we have been 
doing, but also in the ordinary four-color-process printing.

(TOYO INK CO., LTD.)

Products from the Toyo Ink Group are used daily in different settings of life. 
In addition to decorations and packaging, they are also used in the communication of 
information, energy, health care, and other fields, adding to the cultural wealth of our life.

Feed
◆ Bamboo grass extracts for 

cow, pig, and chicken feed

Power cables
▲ Colorants for 

power cables

Container packaging
▲ Colorants for eating utensils 

and containers
◆ Coatings for beverage cans
◆ Adhesives for labels
◆ Adhesives for laminating 

films
◆ Hot-melt adhesives for paper 

and plastic containers
■ Inks for paper containers  

and paper cups
■ Inks for snacks
■ Inks for bread and snack 

packaging
■ Inks for pot noodle 

containers
■ Inks for paper packs

T-shirts
▲ Dispersing agents for printing

Wooden fences
▲ Dispersing agents for  

woodwork coatings
Container packaging 
(PET bottles)
▲ Colorants for PET bottle caps
◆ Hot-melt adhesives for labels 

for PET bottles
■ Inks for labels

Signboards 
(on buses)
◆ Marking films for vehicles

Newspapers and 
publications
◆ Hot-melt adhesives for 

bookbinding
◆ Coating agents for protecting 

glossy surfaces
● Newspaper inks

Paper diapers
◆ Hot-melt pressure sensitive 

adhesives for paper diapers
▲ Permeable compounds

Offices
▲ Resin compound for  

OA equipment
▲ Colorants for toners

PCs (liquid crystal 
displays)
▲ Resist inks for liquid 

crystal displays

Architectural coatings
▲ Colorants for interior and 

exterior architectural coatings
◆ Resins for interior and exterior 

architectural coatings

Building materials
▲ Colorants for interior and 

exterior architectural coatings
◆ Functional resins for concrete 

architecture coatings

Relationship between the Toyo Ink Group’s 
Businesses and Society
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● Printing and Information-related Business     ■ Packaging Materials-related Business
◆ Polymers and Coatings-related Business     ▲ Colorants and Functional Materials-related Business

Agriculture
▲ Colorants for agricultural 

materials and films

Solar cells
▲ Adhesives for back sheets
▲ Colorants for sealing sheets
◆ Adhesives and coatings for back sheets

Signboards
● Inkjet inks for printed signboards
◆ Marking films for signboards

Home electronic 
appliances
▲ Adhesives for 

exterior panels of air 
conditioners and other 
home electric appliances

◆ Adhesives for laminated 
steel sheets for home 
electronic appliances

Sanitary goods
▲ Colorants for shampoo and  

hair conditioner bottles
▲ Dispersing agents for soap pigments
▲ Colorants for drainpipes
◆ Sasabiyori soap
◆ Adhesives for medical tape
◆ Adhesives for container packaging for 

shampoo and hair conditioner refills
■ Inks for container packaging for 

shampoo and hair conditioner refills

Food and dietary 
supplements
◆ Natural food colorants for 

chocolate, cookies, and gum
◆ Natural colorants for printing 

on health food supplements 
and capsules

◆ Koyumecha tea blended with 
bamboo grass extracts

◆ Coffee blended with bamboo 
grass extracts

Books and magazines
● Offset inks

Flooring and walls
▲ Colorants for wall paper
■ Inks for decorative building materials

Automobiles
▲ Colorants for interior and  

exterior surfaces
▲ Lithium ion battery materials
◆ Interior and exterior decorative sheets
◆ Adhesives for heat insulation materials, 

sound insulation materials, shading 
sheets, and vibration insulation materials

◆ Hot-melt adhesives for floor mats

Tablet PCs
▲ Resist inks for liquid crystal displays
▲ Overcoat materials for touch panels

Mobile phones and smartphones
▲ Peripheral materials for organic EL
▲ Colorants for SIM cards
◆ Adhesives for optical materials
◆ Functional adhesive sheets for  

flexible circuits
◆ Electromagnetic shield sheets
◆ Tapes for fitting electronic components
◆ Conductive inks for touch panel circuits
◆ Coating agents for optical control 

materials appliances

Cosmetics
▲ Dispersing agents for hair 

color pigments
▲ Dispersing agents for nail 

color pigments
Pet food
◆ Pet food containing 

bamboo grass extract

Doors
▲ Dispersing agents for 

woodwork coating pigments

Tables
■ Inks for decorative 

building materials 
and decorative sheets

LCD televisions
▲ Resist inks for liquid crystal displays
▲ Colorants for exterior panels
◆ Coating agents for optical control 

materials appliances
◆ Adhesives for optical materials
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In April 2014, the Toyo Ink Group introduced three new 
business domains that reflect the consumers’ perspective: 
Communication Science, Life Science, and Sustainability 
Science. We will expand our businesses and technologies by 
working in these new domains, and contribute to enriching 
the life of people all over the world as a science company.

The Private Show held by the Toyo Ink Group every year 
is the event at which we announce our new products and 
present our technological and operational capabilities to 
showcase our appeal to the market. At the Toyo Ink Private 
Show 2015 – TIG EXPO, which was held on February 27, 
2015, the Toyo Ink Group companies  presented a wide 
variety of products, technologies, and solutions. 

In this Special Feature section, we will describe our 
perception of social issues and how we try to solve them 
in relation to the products exhibited at the Private Show.

Economic development and changes in lifestyle have presented us with a variety of issues that need to be solved. 
The Toyo Ink Group has actively worked to tackle social issues through its business activities.

Contributing to the Enrichment of Life 
and Culture by Solving Social Issues

Special Feature

1

New Business Domains

Science
Company

Helping to Enrich the Lives
of People All Over the World

Communication 
Science

Contributing to Richness
in Mind

Life Science
Contributing to
Healthy Living

Sustainability Science
Contributing to Sustainable Society
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Contributing to the Enrichment of Life and Culture by Solving Social IssuesSpecial Feature 1

Developing inks that support today’s 
ever-advancing information society and 
reducing our environmental impact

Case 1 ... Communication Science   Contributing to Richness in Mind

To address these issues, the Toyo Ink Group has developed 
LED-cured UV offset inks, LED-cured UV-IJ inks, and high 
UV sensitivity offset inks by further enhancing its UV curing 
technologies. In the past, the lamp used for UV curing 
was a metal halide lamp, which is a kind of mercury lamp. 
Metal halide lamps posed various problems, such as high 
power consumption and the heat generated by infrared rays 
contained in the light. The new UV inks from the Toyo Ink 
Group exhibit a high degree of UV sensitivity (curability). 
This allows them to be dried during the printing process 
with lower-intensity lamps and energy-saving UV irradiation 
devices, such as LEDs. They do not emit volatile organic 
chemicals (VOCs), and can be used for printing on various 
base materials other than paper. For these reasons, they are 
expected to be used in a variety of communication media.

UV inks that help conserve energy 
and reduce VOCs

Initiative of the Toyo Ink Group

A sense of immediacy and technologies for digital 
printing (plateless printing) will most likely be needed for 
printed information media due to the diversification of 
communication media and continued progress of information 
technologies. We will continue working to develop our UV-
curing technologies to further reduce our environmental 
impact, and look for ways to combine technologies with 
various printing methods. Through these efforts, we will 
support the continuously developing information society and 
help enrich the minds of people.

UV-cured inks

Power conservation needs also on the rise in other countries.Voice

Hiroyuki Kuge, TOYO-ARETS INTERNATIONAL N.V.

We have developed high-sensitivity inks for Europe by collaborating with Toyo Ink engineers 
in Japan, such as exchanging information about materials and introducing a new evaluation 
technology. The demand for LED-UV lamps has also been rising in Europe. Moving forward, we will 
develop LED-cured inks for the European market, and continue responding to energy conservation 
and power conservation needs.

Social issue

The methods for  recording and t ransmit t ing 
information have diversified in today’s advanced 
information society. Printing inks used for books, 
newspapers, and advertisements, pigments for TV 
screens, and other ink-related materials are essential 
for transmitting information. While the demand 
for higher speed and quality in printing has grown 
in recent years, taking into account measures for 

protecting the global environment has also become 
an important issue. We are expected to take initiatives 
that support the shift to a recycling-oriented society 
through energy conservation and the 3R activities 
(Reduce/Reuse/Recycle), as well as initiatives to protect 
the environment such as by reducing the amount of 
volatile organic chemicals (VOC) used.

Addressing the need to protect the environment
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Social issue

Societies around the world are faced with the ongoing 
aging of their populations. Japan stands as the country 
where people live the longest, thanks to factors such as 
the progress of medicine, the rising health awareness 
of people, and an enhanced insurance system. As a 
result of these developments, healthcare needs have 
changed greatly. Now emphasis is not only placed on 

the treatment of diseases, but also on initiatives for 
improving the quality of life (QOL), such as early testing, 
preventative medicine, and reducing the burden of 
treatment while increasing the level of comfort.

Responding to changing healthcare needs

Development of a polymer material which 
reduces the burden of treatment and 
makes life comfortable

Case 2 ... Life Science   Contributing to Healthy Living

The Toyo Ink Group has been working on developing adhesives 
and resins for use in the healthcare field, using our polymer 
synthesis technologies and filler dispersion technologies that 
we have created over the years. We have been developing and 
providing adhesives used in surgical tape for skin and sports 
tape and resin products for cosmetics products. Recently 
we developed a urethane-based adhesive compliant with 
ISO 10993 (skin irritation, skin sensitivity, and cell toxicity) that 
offers four-times greater the moisture permeability of existing 
adhesives. This adhesive helps to lower dampness of skin 
and reduces the burden on the skin. The ability to apply it on 
dressing materials that are worn for a long time or sheets for 
preventing bed sores is expected to help reduce the burden of 
treatment and increase the level of comfort.

Development of a urethane-based 
adhesive with high moisture permeability

Initiative of the Toyo Ink Group

In addition, we are working to meet the demand of the 
medical industry for products that make it possible to manage 
health on a daily and natural basis. We are now developing 
a material for the electric field sensor systems used in the 
non-contact measurement of biological information, such as 
a person’s heartbeat, breathing, and myoelectric potential. 
In the development process, we apply our technologies for 
flexible polymers that 
we sell in the electronics 
market.  We wil l  help 
medical treatment easier 
on people by providing 
the appropriate polymer 
materials for medical and 
health care.

Tapes which use our adhesives

We contribute to society with products that are safe and user-friendly.Voice

Atsushi Kameda, Life Science Sales Department, Functional Product Sales Division, TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd.

Many of our healthcare-related products come in direct contact with the skin, so we need to make 
sure they produce as little irritation as possible, both physically and chemically. The texture felt by the 
users of these products, which cannot be expressed in numerical terms, is also an important point. We 
aim to contribute to society by developing the products people want, which are safe and user-friendly, 
with our proprietary polymer materials like urethane-based adhesives and processing technologies.
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Social issue

Environmental issues such as global warming and air 
pollution are growing worse with each passing year, 
and we have reached a turning point in regards to 
our energy dependency on fossil fuels. As efforts to 
introduce renewable energy move forward all over 
the world, there is growing interest in power storage 
systems as a means of addressing issues such as 

unstable output due to the weather and environment 
and the need for disaster preparedness. There are 
also high hopes that power storage systems will 
provide a means for effectively using energy. However, 
requirements such as a higher level of performance 
and safety and lower cost must be met for the use of 
these systems to spread.

Issues to overcome in spreading the use of renewable energy

Helping to lower the costs of lithium ion batteries 
with our proprietary dispersion technologies

Case 3 ... Sustainability Science   Contributing to Sustainable Society

The Toyo Ink Group is working to achieve a higher level of 
performance and lower cost of the lithium ion batteries that 
are part of power storage systems. Lithium ion batteries are 
used for compact equipment, such as mobile phones and 
notebook PCs, because they offer benefits such as high 
energy density and greater resistance to degradation caused 
by repeated charging and discharging. The use of these 
batteries in electric vehicles and power storage facilities for 
factories and households has been studied in recent years.

Making the best use of our proprietary dispersion 
technologies developed through many years of operation, 
the Toyo Ink Group has developed and now offers ONE-SHOT 
Varnish®. Along with improving the battery properties, this 
product helps stabilize the battery quality by homogenizing 
the electrode coating, while also lowering the cost by 

Realizing a higher level of performance 
and safety and lowering the cost of 
power storage systems

Initiative of the Toyo Ink Group

simplifying the production process. As a measure for ensuring 
safety, which is the top priority issue due to the high energy 
density of the batteries, we have established a production 
process that uses far less of the conductive foreign substances 
that are said to cause fire.

We w i l l  cont inue 
working to solve energy 
issues by helping spread 
the use of power storage 
s y s tems  w i th  s t ab l e 
power production. At the 
same time, we will work 
to lower the processing 
costs of large-capacity 
lithium ion batteries.

ONE-SHOT Varnish®

Contributing to the Enrichment of Life and Culture by Solving Social IssuesSpecial Feature 1

Patient efforts bring about the successful development of the product.Voice

Tang Yu, Group-1, Market Development Department, Functional Material Sales Division, TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd.

We had no real connection with the battery industry when we began this development project, 
so we started by visiting individual battery manufacturers to identify the fundamental issues. We 
addressed each issue in collaboration with our engineers, which brought about the successful 
development of the product. We hope to help create a sustainable society by providing products 
that support the energy industry.
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The Toyo Ink Group has been moving forward with initiatives 
on agribusiness. We view agribusiness as a new growth 
market, and aim to use it to establish a model for the sixth 
industry. We are also making efforts to coexist harmoniously 
with local communities through agriculture, aiming to utilize 
idle lands and employing people with disabilities.

In FY2014, we leased farm land adjacent to TOYOCHEM 
Co., Ltd.’s Kawagoe Factory. On this plot of land, we built 
an 800-square-meter greenhouse and started the Box 
Cultivation of mangoes. This greenhouse reuses the residual 
heat from the cogeneration system of Kawagoe Factory to 
ensure energy efficiency. We are also planning to introduce a 
hot water circulation system that uses the residual heat from 
the factory.  

Toyo B-Net Co., Ltd. was registered as an agricultural 
corporation with the Agricultural Committee of Kawagoe 
City in October 2014. The company has already secured 
core farmland in two locations in Kawagoe City, and is 
going to acquire another location in neighboring Sayama 
City. The company will build greenhouses at these locations 
to for cultivate mangoes and grapes. By establishing a 
highly profitable agricultural model that combines the use 
of residual heat from the factory with Box Cultivation, the 
company will recruit people who wish to use the idle land 
and cooperate with local farmers in business. This model 
will also help create jobs, employing former employees and 
people with disabilities, as well as local farm producers.

Moving forward, we plan to sell the mangoes and grapes 
cultivated on this farmland to wholesale markets, JA (Japan 
Agricultural Co-operative), local farm stands, local retailers 
(department stores), and other parties (first industry). We also 
intend to start the production of processed products (such 
as dried-out fruits and jam) (second industry), and transform 
the business to tourist farm business by expanding the 
farmland area and attracting tourists (third industry). Through 
this three-prong approach, we intend to make a positive 
contribution to the local community.

What is Box Cultivation?
A method of cultivating crops by planting 
them in freely-sized settled pots made of 
nonwoven cloth and nets instead of planting 
them directly in the earth. Box Cultivation 
offers the following benefits:
● Enables the stable production of high-

quality fruits with higher sugar content.
● Makes i t  poss ib le to cul t i vate crops 

anywhere (by using organic fertilizer suited 
for Box Cultivation).

● Controls tree growth, allowing for earlier 
and greater yields.

● Allows for the adjustment of water and compost.

Concept of agribusiness

Used hot water

Surplus heat from 
the factory
(hot water)

Using the hot water to keep 
the greenhouse warm

Sales of the 
products at the 

tourist farm 
and roadside 

station

Online sales
Sales to 

employees

Future initiatives
Aiming for the harmonious coexistence of 
business and local communities

Establishing a highly profitable 
agricultural model

The Toyo Ink Group has been expanding its business fields into agribusiness, which holds potential, in an effort to coexist in harmony with 
local communities, invigorate the sixth industry, and make other contributions.

Operating Agribusiness in Order to 
Grow Together with Local Communities

Special Feature

2
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In recent years, the introduction and expansion of the 
use of renewable energy have been promoted to reduce 
CO2 emissions, increase the energy self-sufficiency rate, 
strengthen infrastructure, and for other purposes. The 
Toyo Ink Group installed a 425kW solar power generation 
system at Moriyama Factory in December 2014 and a large-
scale, 1,358kW system at Okayama Factory in January 2015 
and launched the electric power selling business under the 
feed-in tariff. We also established small, 50kW-class power 
generation systems in four locations—Saitama Factory, 
Kawagoe Factory, Fuji Factory, and Kawaguchi Center—and 
began operating them in January 2015. The power generated 
from these small systems is used at each location, which 
reduces the amount of power purchased at each location and 

The Chinese government has been promoting the use of 
clean, renewable energy as a key national strategy, and solar 
power is one of the green energies promoted by the national 
government. In November 2014, we installed a system with a 
capacity of 246.96kW at Tianjin Toyo Ink Co., Ltd. based on 
the Corporate Policy and Guiding Principles of the Toyo Ink 
Group and an energy conservation project of Tianjin City. We 
were the first company in the Xiqing Economic Development 
Area of Tianjin City to introduce a solar power generation 
system. We believe that this initiative has allowed us to 
express our environmental awareness and our responsibility 
for Chinese society.

Voice of the person in charge (Japan) Voice of the person in charge (China)

In July 2011, a reduction in peak power consumption of at 
least 10% was requested in the area served by The Kansai 
Electric Power Co., Inc. At MATSUI CHEMICAL Co., Ltd., 
which is headquartered in Kyoto City, we reduced power 
consumption by more than 15%, which was enabled by 
reviewing our production system. Starting in November 2012, 
we introduced solar power generation systems in stages and 
have since been promoting energy conservation. Currently, 
we have introduced solar power generation systems on the 
roofs of the headquarters building (23kW), the distribution 
center (80kW), and the material warehouse (60kW), and we 
display panels presenting our environmental measures and a 
monitor showing the impact of the solar 
power generation in the entrance hall on 
the first floor of the head office building.

Motohiro Chou
Administration Department

MATSUI CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.

Chen Bai Jiu
Facility Department

Tianjin Toyo Ink Co., Ltd.

TOYOCOLOR CO., LTD. Moriyama Factory TIANJIN TOYO INK CO., LTD.

Group-wide Initiative

The Toyo Ink Group promotes the introduction of solar power generation systems to improve the power supply and 
demand situation in society and contribute to reducing CO2 emissions by using renewable energy.

Reducing Environmental Impact by 
Introducing Solar Power Generation Systems

Special Feature

3

helps reduce peak power consumption in summer. The solar 
power generation systems at these six locations and one of 
MATSUI CHEMICAL Co., Ltd. (self-consumption) are expected 
to generate around 2.3 million kWh per year (equivalent to 
the power used by around 650 general households*1) and 
reduce CO2 emissions by approximately 1,460 tons every year. 
The actual amount of generated power can be checked at 
a portal site and on the monitor installed at the entrance of 
each factory, which also permits the real-time confirmation of 
the reduction of CO2 emissions and crude oil consumption.

We are going to establish a 1,000kW-class power 
generation system during fiscal 2015. Moving forward, we 
would like our use of renewable energy to further reduce the 
environmental impact.

*1 Calculated based on data on changes in power consumption per household from 
the Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan.
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With regard to the Corporate Governance Code that 
began to be applied in June 2015, preparations are currently 
being made to disclose information after deliberations by the 
Group Management Committee.

Stance on Corporate Governance

Corporate Governance Implementation System

Internal Control

In February 2015, the Fiscal 2015 Regional Meeting of the 
China Region was held in Taiwan. At the meeting, each 
company announced the business overview for fiscal 2014 
and fiscal 2015 plan after explanations and discussions on the 
management policies of the Toyo Ink Group, the operation of 
the SCC-III medium-term plan in the China Region, and other 
issues. Through this regional meeting, we confirmed our 
policies for the sustainable development of our businesses in 
the China Region, such as accelerating our growth strategies 
in the region.

Regional Meeting of the China Region

Regional Meeting of the China Region

The Toyo Ink Group has established an appropriate corporate governance system to strengthen management supervisory functions and 
enhance management transparency. We have also incorporated CSR promotion in the corporate governance system and make 
group-wide efforts to promote CSR activities.

Organizational Governance

Corporate Governance and CSR Promotion

● Transfer administration functions to each operating company and 
appropriately operate the rules of internal approval systems and management 
regulations applied to Group companies to strengthen corporate governance

● Establishment of an internal control system

● Improvement of instruction and monitoring functions through the 
enhancement of statutory function systems, such as General Shareholders’ 
Meeting, Board of Directors, Board of Auditors, and accounting auditors

● Enhancement of management transparency through prompt disclosure of a wide 
range of accurate information 

● Strengthening and enhancing the compliance system

● Promotion of environmental conservation on a global scale

The Toyo Ink Group positions the evaluation of corporate 
activities from the viewpoint of stakeholders and the 
implementation of well-balanced management in terms of the 
economy, society, people, and the environment as the most 
important tasks that we must perform to create corporate 
value and fulfill our social responsibilities. To achieve these 
goals, we promote the following initiatives.

Recognizing that the establishment and operation of an 
internal control system is an important management issue, 
the Toyo Ink Group constantly reviews its Basic Policy on 
Internal Control System, which was approved by the Board of 
Directors, in its effort to improve the operating system and 
auditing system to ensure fair operating practices.

We have also established an Internal Audit Promotion 
Group under the Internal Audit Department, which engages 
in document management based on the internal control 
system and checks each department’s internal control status 
in the internal audits through the Internal Audit Department.

Global Committee

The Toyo Ink Group holds the Global Committee biannually. 
Member s  of  the  Group Management  Commit tee, 
representatives of each area, the presidents and directors 
of Group companies, and heads of related departments 
participate in this meeting to share global strategies and 
measures of the Group and share and discuss business 
strategy issues of the respective regions. 

On the sidelines of this committee, the Group also holds the 
Global Advisory Committee biannually. This committee consists 
mainly of non-Japanese presidents and directors of Group 
companies, who share issues with the promotion of globalization 
strategies and make recommendations for solutions.

The Toyo Ink Group has established a Board of Directors, a 
Group Management Committee, and a Board of Auditors as 
its basic management organizations. To delineate between 
management supervision functions and business operation 
functions, we have introduced an executive system, under 
which executive officers are appointed for one-year terms, 
to expedite the decision-making process and improve 
operational supervisory capabilities. Core operating companies, 
each of which takes on global operations leadership in their 
business, hold operating companies’ management meetings as 
needed to share management policies and strategies, as well as to 
discuss business challenges and results. This management system 
ensures the legality and appropriateness of decision-making 
over general management and the effective supervision of 
business execution.

During fiscal 2014, the Board of Directors met 17 times 
for the purposes of making decisions on statutory matters 
and other important business issues and overseeing operating 
performance. The Group Management Committee met 22 
times, and the management committee of the core operating 
companies met 12 times. We publish information about our 
business performance and managerial conditions on our 
website and by other means on a quarterly basis.
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Stance on CSR CSR Promotion System

Application of the Standardization Manual 
and Guidebook

CSR Charter, CSR Action Guidelines, etc. are shown on the “Social & Environmental Activities” pages of our website.

Corporate Governance and CSR Promotion System (Fiscal 2015)

Corporate Philosophy System and CSR Value System

Group Companies

Accounting Auditors
General Shareholders’ Meeting

Appointment/Dismissal

Audit

Audit

Selection

Supervision

Appointment

Cooperation

Cooperation

Reporting

Appointment/Dismissal Appointment/Dismissal

Control and management

The Corporate Philosophy System underlying the management 
of the Toyo Ink Group consists of our corporate philosophy 
on top, followed by our corporate policy, guiding principles, 
and Business Conduct Guidelines at the base. This serves as 
the code of conduct for the corporate activities that should 
be practiced by each individual employee.

The CSR Value System consists of the CSR Charter on top, 
followed by the CSR Action Guidelines and then by the CSR 
action policies and measures for corporate activities based on 
the Business Conduct Guidelines. Our Corporate Philosophy 
System and our CSR Value System are inextricably linked and 
serve as the guideposts for the approach and actions to be 
taken by each member of the Toyo Ink Group.

The Toyo Ink Group has created a system to promote CSR 
in its corporate governance and has established the CSR 
Generalization Committee to implement CSR activities. 
We have strengthened our activities for risk management, 
environmental and safety matters, and compliance, all 
of which form the basis of CSR, through the relevant 
subordinate commit tees establ ished under the CSR 
Generalization Committee.

As part of its activities under the Group Standardization 
Project, the Toyo Ink Group has created and applies an 
Operation Standardization Manual. In June 2015, we created 
an Operating Base Management Guidebook as the practical 
guideline for the managers of our operating bases in Japan 
and other countries.

Corporate Philosophy System CSR Value System

Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines
Corporate activity guidelines put into practice by each individual employee

CSR Action Policies and Measures
Every aspect of corporate activities based on the CSR Action Guidelines

Formulated in 1993, this systematically sets out our 
basic approach to management and is shared

on a groupwide basis

Formulated in 2005, this realigns our philosophy 
system from the standpoint of CSR and consists of 

our CSR Charter and CSR Action Guidelines

CSR CharterCorporate Philosophy

Corporate Policies

Guiding Principles

CSR Action Guidelines

Operating Base Management Guidebook
Operation Standardization Manual

<Holding Company>

Board of Directors
11 Internal Directors
2 External Directors

Group Management Committee

Representative Directors

Operating Officers

Board of Auditors
2 Internal Auditors
3 External Auditors

Internal Audit Department

CSR Generalization Committee

CSR Secretariat Report Production Team

Risk Management Committee

Environment and Safety Committee

Compliance Committee

Information Security Office

Natural Disaster Risk Committee

Overseas Risk Committee

Credit Management Committee

Intellectual Property Risk Committee

Energy and Resource Conservation Subcommittee

Safety Subcommittee

Chemical Substances Subcommittee

Trade Control Subcommittee

Soil and Groundwater Contamination Countermeasures Subcommittee

Compliance Leaders

Compliance Office (Contact Point for Ext. Parties)

O
utside Legal Counsel
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CSR Generalization Committee Policy: Strengthening activities from the viewpoint of the seven Core Subjects of ISO 26000.

1. Organizational Governance
(1) We will continue to improve our risk management system to 

implement effective Group governance measures and ensure that 
these measures take root.

(2) We will ensure that our internal control is free of significant 
deficiencies in terms of disclosure and is evaluated as functioning 
effectively.

(3) We will implement operational audits and reduce business 
risks to establish a business infrastructure that will enable us to 
implement growth strategies.

(4) We will improve the level of organizational governance at 
overseas Group companies to follow globalization.

2. Human Rights and Labor Practices
 We will reduce the risks of health damage from overwork, comply 

with Article 36 of the Agreement (on overtime and holiday work), 
and strengthen measures for ensuring the safety of all employees 
of our overseas affiliates, including personnel stationed overseas.

3. The Environment
 See the section for environmental and safety activities.

4. Fair Operating Practices
 We will comply with the antimonopoly laws of Japan and other 

countries, prohibit bribery overseas, and observe the Subcontract 
Act of Japan.

5. Consumer Issues
(1) We will accelerate the expansion of the Group’s environmental 

system to our operating bases and promote standardization, 
including the establishment of guidelines, to strengthen our 
Group governance.

(2) We will take measures to comply with laws and regulations 
related to chemical management.

● Compliance Activity
We will implement compliance measures with an awareness 
of ensuring fair operating practices and the creation of 
a workplace environment as the basis for such operating 
practices, so as to ensure the practice of CSR management.
1) We will establish a system for addressing legal risks overseas.
2) We will lead effective, locally oriented compliance activities.
3) We will provide compliance education in consideration of risk.

● Risk Management Activities
1) We will identify risks and monitor trends affecting the 

entire Toyo Ink Group to gather information and improve 
our risk sensitivity and response capabilities.

2) We will improve our sensitivity to and capabilities of 
addressing diverse risks, including those related to 
the seven Core Subjects of ISO 26000, through the 
risk management activities of each Group company, 
department, and committee.

Priority issues and examples of risks to address

● Environmental and Safety Activities
We will evolve our environmental and safety activities globally 
and promote the reduction of the environmental impact and 
safe, secure manufacturing. At the same time, we will ensure 
that these activities lead to the improvement of our value 
chain and supply chain.
1) We will pursue Toyo Ink Cost Reduction (TCR) activities and 

product development activities concurrently with activities 
for reducing CO2 emissions, thereby strengthening the 
drive to prevent global warming and promoting the 
prevention of environmental pollution and activities for 
achieving zero emissions.

2) We will develop and market environmentally friendly 
products and provide solutions combining measures for 
visualizing and reducing environmental impact throughout 
the entire lifecycle of products so as to accelerate the 
provision of environmentally friendly products.

3) We will enhance employee safety in consideration of a 
harmonious coexistence with local communities in addition 
to the safety and health of employees.

4) We will create regulations and rules and enhance 
educational programs for product safety in consideration 
of regulation trends in individual countries and ensure 
security in the value chain.

5) We will take steps to preserve biodiversity and control 
trade to reduce the impact that our business activities have 
on the global environment and security.

6) We will promote the elimination of negative legacies such 
as soil and groundwater contamination and PCB waste.

● Social Contribution Activities
Each operating base will engage in social contribution 
activities on a daily basis for the local community with the 
basic stance of contributing to society through business.
1) We will coexist as a member of the local community and 

continue to engage in interaction and other activities at 
each of our sites the world over.

2) We will create comfortable living environments through 
activities that capitalize on our expertise as a manufacturer.

At the CSR Generalization Committee meeting held in March 2015, the Toyo Ink Group controlled the activities of subordinate 
committees on compliance, risk management, and environmental and safety matters. We also deliberated and determined 
action policies, including a policy on social contribution.

Organizational Governance

CSR Action Policies for FY2015

3) We will identify the risks hidden in lands and fields we 
have yet to explore or develop and promote aggressive risk 
management activities in which we will address such risks 
in advance.
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The Core Subjects Issues Compliance Risk Management
Environmental 

and Safety
Social 

Contribution

Organizational Governance Organizational Governance 1) 1)

Human Rights

1. Due diligence 1), 2), 3) 2)

2. Human rights risk situations 1), 2), 3) 2)

3. Avoidance of complicity 2), 3) 2)

4. Resolving grievances 1), 2) 2)

5. Discrimination and vulnerable groups 1), 2), 3) 2)

6. Civil and political rights 3) 2)

7. Economic, social and cultural rights 1), 2), 3) 2)

8. Fundamental principles and rights at work 1), 2), 3) 2)

Labor Practices

1. Employment and employment relationships 1), 2), 3) 2)

2. Conditions of work and social protection 1), 2), 3) 2)

3. Social dialogue 1), 2) 2)

4. Health and safety at work 2) 2) 3)

5. Human development and training in the workplace 3) 2) 3)

The Environment

1. Prevention of pollution 2) 1), 6)

2. Sustainable resource use 1), 2)

3. Climate change mitigation and adaptation 2) 1)

4. Protection of the environment, biodiversity and 
 restoration of natural habitats 2) 5)

Fair Operating Practices

1. Anti-corruption 1), 2), 3) 2)

2. Responsible political involvement 1), 2), 3) 2)

3. Fair competition 1), 2), 3) 2)

4. Promoting social responsibility in the value chain 1), 2), 3) 2) 3), 4), 5)

5. Respect for property rights 1), 2), 3) 2)

Consumer Issues

1. Fair marketing, factual and unbiased information and 
 fair contractual practices 1), 2), 3) 2)

2. Protecting consumers' health and safety 2), 3) 4)

3. Sustainable consumption 2)

4. Consumer service, support, and complaint and  
 dispute resolution 1), 2), 3) 2)

5. Consumer data protection and privacy 3) 2)

6. Access to essential services 1), 2)

7. Education and awareness 2)

Community Involvement 
and Development

1. Community involvement 1), 2)

2. Education and culture 1), 2)

3. Employment creation and skills development 1), 2)

4. Technology development and acces 1), 2)

5. Wealth and income creation 1), 2)

6. Health 1), 2)

7. Social investment 1), 2)

Relationship between our CSR action policies and Core Subjects and issues of ISO 26000
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Core Subjects of ISO 26000 and KPI Achievements and Objectives

Trends in the rate of the occurrence of accidents*1 Reducing the rate of the occurrence of accidents
 This is a new KPI that has been set for fiscal 2015. We have set this KPI to reduce the 

rate of the occurrence of accidents including not only lost-workday injuries but also 
minor injuries not accompanied by lost workdays and facility-related accidents such 
as fires and leakages. We have defined the rate of the occurrence of accidents as “the 
number of accidents that have occurred (including lost-workday injuries, injuries not 
accompanied by lost workdays, and facility-related accidents) per 1,000,000 actual 
working hours” and set the fiscal 2015 target as 2.0.

*2 Reevaluating major suppliers (regular updates)
 We reevaluated our major suppliers in fiscal 2013. We have decided to reevaluate 

them intermittently, or every four to five years, judging that the results of their 
evaluations will not change significantly year by year. Accordingly, although we set 
the implementation rate at 100% as the fiscal 2014 target, we did not show the 
achievement in fiscal 2014 or set a target for fiscal 2015.

The Core Subjects KPIs Objectives in Fiscal 2014 Achievements in Fiscal 2014 Achieve-
ment Objectives in Fiscal 2015

Organizational 
Governance

Regular meetings of the CSR Generalization Committee 2 or more times a year 2 times a year (October, March) 2 times a year

Holding compliance meetings at individual locations Holding them at all locations Holding them at all locations Holding them at all locations

Regular meetings of the Risk Management Committee 3 times a year 3 times a year 
(July, October, March) 3 times a year

Number of newsletters issued for sharing internal 
information globally (global internal newsletters)

3 or more times a year 3 times a year 
(May, October, January) 4 times a year

Human Rights

Percentage of employees assigned overseas who have 
received human rights education

100% 100% 100%

Establishing a global personnel policy Establishing it within fiscal 2014 Establishing it within fiscal 2014 Having the policy disseminated to 
Group companies and affiliates

Labor Practices

Rate of return to work after childcare leave 100% 100% 100%

Maintaining the number of serious accidents at zero 0 0 0

Reducing the number of accidents that are similar to 
ones which have occurred in the past

19 incidents (25% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

18 incidents (30% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

13 incidents (25% reduction from 
the previous fiscal year)

Reducing the rate of the occurrence of accidents*1 — 2.79 — 2.0

The Environment

Reducing CO2 emissions 78,000 t (3.2% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

80,164 t (0.6% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

78,000 t (2.7% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

Reducing specific energy consumption [Overseas] 158.2 ℓ/t (1% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

159.7 ℓ/t (0.1% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

158.1 ℓ/t (1% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

Reducing water consumption 2,865,000 m3 (5% reduction from
the previous fiscal year)

3,096,000 m3 (Up 2.7% from the 
previous fiscal year)

2,940,000 m3 (5% reduction from 
the previous fiscal year)

Reducing chemical emissions 73.5 t (2% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

80.8 t (Up 7.7% from the previous 
fiscal year)

79.2 t (2% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

Reducing the amount of industrial waste 6,800 t (5% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

7,415 t (Up 3.6% from the previous 
fiscal year)

7,044 t (5% reduction from the 
previous fiscal year)

Reducing the environmental impact of transport 
and delivery

49.6 kℓ/million ton-kilometers (1% 
reduction from the previous fiscal year)

48.8 kℓ/million ton-kilometers (2.6% 
reduction from the previous fiscal year)

48.3 kℓ/million ton-kilometers (1% 
reduction from the previous fiscal year)

Increasing the ratio of sales of environmentally friendly 
products to net product sales

56% of net product sales 54.3% of net product sales 56% of net product sales

Increasing the eco-conscious efficiency index 8.5 (Up 0.3 percentage point from 
the previous fiscal yea)

8.6 (Up 0.4 percentage point from 
the previous fiscal year)

9.0 (Up 0.4 percentage point from 
the previous fiscal year)

No administrative guidance related to 
environmental legislation

No administrative guidance No administrative guidance No administrative guidance

Fair Operating 
Practices

Reevaluating major suppliers (regular updates)*2 100% — — —

Number of people who received training on the 
Subcontract Act

80 or more people 176 people 100 people

Percentage of suppliers subject to the regular survey 
regarding conflict minerals

100% 100% 100%

Percentage of major limited-source materials which were 
replaced or procured from dual sources

100% Almost 100% Increase of materials replaced or 
procured from dual sources

Consumer Issues
Reducing out-of-control processes 15% reduction from the previous 

fiscal year
15% reduction from the previous 

fiscal year
10% reduction from the previous 

fiscal year

Rate of achievement of patent application plan 80% or higher 82% 80% or higher

Community 
Involvement and 
Development

Risk communication activities 2 or more 1 (conducted in the Kawagoe Factory) 2 or more

Internal use/sales of local products Up 5% from the previous fiscal year Up 5.3% from the previous fiscal year Up 3% from the previous fiscal year

At the Toyo Ink Group, the CSR Generalization Committee has set Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) based on the Core Subjects and issues of 
ISO 26000 to reflect ISO 26000 in its Action Plan and put it into practice as its own CSR activities. At the Social and Environmental Conference, 
which is a group-wide conference, we checked the achievements we made in fiscal 2014 and discussed and set KPIs for fiscal 2015.

Organizational Governance

The Core Subjects of ISO 26000 and KPIs

 Achieved    Partially achieved    Not achieved

1

2

3

4

5

0 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 (Target) (FY)

4.62

3.46 3.3
2.79

2.0
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■ Stance on IR Activities
The Toyo Ink Group endeavors to proactively and 
impartially disclose managerial and overall business 
information to shareholders and investors from the 
viewpoint of fair disclosure. There has been growing 
interest in environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) investment in Japan as well as overseas due 
to the introduction of Japan’s Stewardship Code. 
For information disclosure, we will be proactive in 
responding to international initiatives such as CDP.

■ Active IR Activities
Earnings Briefings
We held two earnings briefings a year, one in May and 
the other in November. In fiscal 2014, each briefing 
attracted approximately 60 participants, including 
securities analysts, institutional investors and journalists.

One-to-One Meetings
We held about 140 one-to-one meetings with securities 
analysts and institutional investors and gave in-depth 
explanations of our management information.

Information Disclosure on the Website
The Toyo Ink Group’s website published 20 management- 
related news releases in fiscal 2014. The website also 
provides our securities reports, financial statements, 
results briefing materials, notices of calling general 
shareholders meetings and notices of resolutions issued 
in the past five years.

Provision of IR Tools
We publish our Fact Book each year in Japanese-
English bilingual form. Information provided via the Fact 
Book includes financial data for the past ten years, our 
business standing in the last fiscal year, and quarterly 
financial data. We issue a shareholder newsletter called 
For Shareholders twice a year. The newsletter provides 
explanations of fiscal information, information about 
some of our key events, and other details.

Responsibility to Shareholders and Investors

For more information about the earnings briefing for fiscal 2014, please visit 
our webpage.

Communication with stakeholders

● Participation in seminars 
organized by governments

● Cooperation with events hosted 
by governments

● Communication via industry 
organization

● Notifications and reports related 
to laws and regulations

● Interaction of sales personnel with customers
● Response to customers by customer relations office
● Online information disclosure
● Holding of trade shows, Private Shows,  

and other events

● Factory inspection tours
● Conducting surveys including 

questionnaire surveys
● Online information disclosure

● General Shareholders’ Meeting
● Earnings briefings, one-to-one meetings
● Information disclosure with various IT tools
● Answering questionnaires on socially 

responsible investments

● Workplace communication
● Labor-management council
● Internal newsletters, intranet
● Whistle-blowing system

● Joint studies with research institutions 
including universities

● Provision of environmental education
● Publishing of Social & Environmental 

Report and other documents
● Responding to questionnaires related 

to the environment

TOYO INK 
GROUP

Customers

Shareholders
and investors

Suppliers
Governments

Employees

Global
environment● Participating in activities hosted by 

local communities
● Risk communication activities
● Factory tours
● Acceptance of interns

Local
communities

The business activities of the Toyo Ink Group are carried out through its relationships with diverse stakeholders. To be a corporate group 
that coexists harmoniously with society, we clarify our responsibilities to each of our stakeholders and communicate with them in various ways.

Organizational Governance

Relationship with Stakeholders
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To continue and promote our compliance activities in an 
effective manner as countermeasures against domestic legal 
risks, we cooperated with compliance leaders in individual 
locations and carried out the activities based on the 
fundamental policy stating that it is important that everyone 
working for the Toyo Ink Group think about compliance.

● Promoting Our Response to Overseas Legal Risks
In fiscal 2014, we selected five locations as important 
locations and provided local employees with compliance 
education under the main theme of antimonopoly laws 
and the bribery of public officials. At the same time, we 
interviewed them to find out their concerns regarding legal 
affairs. We also endeavored to establish a system that enables 
a prompt, appropriate response to legal risks.

● Compliance Education
We ran major programs tailored to different levels and duties, 
including compliance training for new employees, training 
for newly appointed managers, training for those assigned 
to overseas locations, a managerial knowledge acquisition 
program, and the Core Tech Seminar for overseas employees.

● Development of Compliance Leaders
Compliance leaders (203 leaders in Japan as of fiscal 2014) 
play the leading role in compliance activities. To cultivate such 
leaders, we held compliance leader meetings at 18 locations 
in Japan. Based on these meetings, the compliance leaders 
organized meetings in individual locations. As a result, each 
location’s problems were identified and activities for solving 
them were planned and implemented.

● Improving Education on Antimonopoly Laws and 
the Subcontract Act

To ensure that the entire Toyo Ink Group complies with 
antimonopoly laws and the Subcontract Act, we deepened 
our understanding of these laws by holding workshops on 
compliance with antimonopoly laws at nine sales offices in 
Japan and on the Subcontract Act at ten factories and plants 
in Japan.

● Compliance Improvement Month
The Toyo Ink Group has defined November as compliance 
improvement month, when related meetings are held at 
different locations. At these meetings, countermeasures 
against identified risks and the occurrence of new risks 
are checked and studied, for example. In fiscal 2014, the 
meetings were held jointly with meetings for information 
security improvement month.

● Compliance Auditing
Compliance auditing is aimed at creating an organization with 
integrity and is conducted by the Compliance Committee 
every year based on the themes it sets. In fiscal 2014, a 
questionnaire survey of 32 locations and field audits at two 
locations were conducted with regard to compliance with the 
Water Pollution Control Act and the Sewerage Act. Risks were 
discovered and corrected/improved through these initiatives.

● Whistle-Blowing System (Compliance Offices)
We have established internal and external compliance offices 
to provide consultations on compliance. Regarding the 
issues addressed as part of the consultation services, factual 
investigations are conducted, and action is taken immediately 
against issues that could lead to the occurrence of problems. 
Every possible measure is taken to protect whistleblowers and 
keep their identities confidential.

Activities in Fiscal 2014

Action Policies for Fiscal 2014 Main Achievements Achieve-
ment

We will lead locally oriented compliance activities with distinctive efficiency 
and effectiveness. ● Establishment of contact between the head office and overseas locations for 

handling risks
● Compliance education (in Japan and overseas)
● Compliance leader meetings
● Provision of seminars on antimonopoly laws and the Subcontract Act
● Compliance meetings at individual locations
● Compliance auditing
● Operation of the Compliance Office (for consultation services)

 

We will address global compliance risks (establish a system to address legal 
risks overseas).  

We will bolster compliance education in consideration of risk management 
(with a focus on education in overseas locations).  

Action Policies and the Main Achievements in Fiscal 2014

The Toyo Ink Group understands the importance of every single employee behaving with an awareness of compliance.
The Compliance Committee and compliance leaders in individual locations take the initiative in promoting compliance activities.

Organizational Governance

Compliance Activity

 Achieved    Partially achieved    Not achieved
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The Risk Management Committee assesses and examines 
serious risks involved in everyday operations in different 
departments, which are analyzed and classified in each 
department, and plans and implements countermeasures 
against these risks. The Risk Management Committee also 
checks the progress and level of achievement of the plans and 
countermeasures every six months. The Risk Management 
Committee also shares risk information with the Compliance 
Committee and Environment and Safety Committee. In fiscal 
2014 again, each committee strengthened countermeasures 
against risks in overseas countries.

● Information Security Office
To minimize information risks, the Information Security 
Office promotes measures for preventing information leaks 
and for emergency response. These measures include 
information security improvement month, the Fact-Finding 
Survey on Information Security, stepping up the monitoring 
of smart devices, the formulation of guidelines on the 
standardization of information security, the establishment of 
information security control systems at overseas affiliates and 
confirmation of the operation statuses of the systems, various 
training sessions, and the provision of educational programs 
for raising awareness at overseas locations and others.

● Credit Management Committee
The Credit Management Committee implements measures 
related to credit management for the entire Group. It held 
regular meetings to discuss the measures to be taken based 
on qualitative information from the sales team, responded 
appropriately, identified the debt collection risks of overseas 
Group companies and strengthened its control of these risks.

● Natural Disaster Risk Committee
The Natural Disaster Risk Committee promotes measures for 
responding to major natural disasters including windstorms 

Activities in Fiscal 2014

Action Policies for Fiscal 2014 Main Achievements Achieve-
ment

We will identify risks and monitor trends affecting the entire Toyo Ink Group, reinforce 
response capabilities and gather information. ● We checked and reviewed the departmental risk issues and action policies. 

● We checked the departmental risk response statuses on a regular basis. 

 

We will conduct day-to-day administrative risk management activities incorporated into 
annual departmental goals and monitor them on an ongoing basis.  

Our Risk Management Committee will study significant departmental risks stratified from 
within the operations as day-to-day administrative risk management as well as corporate 
risk management (because some departmental risks may develop into corporate risks).

● We created a risk map by tabulating the risks that arose in departments in the 
previous fiscal year, and examined serious departmental risks. 

● Concerning risks that could develop into corporate risks, we shared information 
on these across departments and discussed countermeasures at subordinate 
committee meetings on risk management. 

 

We will systematize our overseas risk management activities and expand and strengthen 
them further.

● Individual committees implemented measures to prevent the occurrence of risks 
as well as countermeasures against risks that have occurred.  

Action Policies and the Main Achievements in Fiscal 2014

The Toyo Ink Group identifies various risks including business risks and promotes activities for establishing and strengthening a risk 
management system aimed at addressing risks to continue sound corporate activities and win social trust.

Organizational Governance

Risk Management Activities

 Achieved    Partially achieved    Not achieved

and floods, as well as any earthquake measuring six or seven 
on the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) seismic intensity 
scale. Specifically, the Natural Disaster Risk Committee 
conducted a drill for setting up emergency headquarters and 
a drill for information transmission and collection, promoted 
the establishment of BCM systems, identified natural disaster 
risks to accumulate information and handle them better, 
and promoted the establishment of manuals for overseas 
locations, such as manuals for responding to disasters.

● Intellectual Property Risk Committee
The Intellectual Property Risk Committee promotes measures 
by assuming intellectual property risks (including risks related 
to patent guarantees, patent infringements, and brand 
imitation) that have a material impact on management. 
Specifically, the Committee took countermeasures against the 
risk of the infringement of the Group’s patent rights by other 
companies, continued monitoring to check for imitations 
of the Group’s products and implemented measures for 
handling them, and took countermeasures against risks 
related to technology contracts with overseas affiliates and 
risks on contracts related to patent application.

● Overseas Risk Committee
The Overseas Risk Committee has been strengthening its 
countermeasures against risks by postulating risks that are 
specific to overseas countries, including human/material risks 
such as demonstrations, riots, terrorism, and pandemics as 
well as risks related to tax affairs. It also performed a safety 
confirmation drill for our personnel stationed overseas, 
continued to transmit overseas risk information and draw 
attention to the risks, revised rules on overseas business trips, 
established risk management guidelines for business trips from 
our overseas affiliates to third countries other than Japan, 
conducted a survey on the tax operations of our overseas 
affiliates, helped them strengthen their tax risk management, 
and carried out activities for raising risk management 
awareness among our personnel stationed overseas and 
overseas affiliates.
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With people-oriented management as its Corporate Philosophy, the Toyo Ink Group strives to create work environments that enable 
individual employees to experience self-fulfillment by allowing each of them to exert his or her potential and creativity to the fullest.

Human Rights

Respect for the Diversity of Human Resources

Number of Toyo Ink Group Employees

Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

Male Female Total Male Female Total

TOYO INK SC 
HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. 367 82 449 372 82 454

TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd. 670 72 742 663 76 739

TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd. 336 28 364 338 29 367

TOYO INK Co., Ltd. 745 72 817 722 71 793

Japanese Affiliates 766 119 885 754 126 880

Japanese Total 2,884 373 3,257 2,849 384 3,233

Overseas Affiliates – – 4,524 – – 4,686

Total 7,781 7,919

Directors Promoted from Employees at Overseas Affiliates

Fiscal 2012 Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

Directors 55 62 54

Chairpersons and Presidents 16 17 17

* Anyone holding more than one post counts as one person for each post.

*1 The number of people who retired from Japanese affiliates that had yet to introduce 
the mandatory retirement age of 63 at the time of their retirement.

* The annual turnover indicates the percentage of those who left the Group due to personal 
circumstances or the end of a period of leave, as compared to all subject employees.

Number of People who Left the Toyo Ink Group and Reasons for 
Leaving the Group

Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

Company Circumstances 0 0

Personal Circumstances 36 61

Mandatory Retirement Age 52 6*1

End of Period of Leave 4 2

End of Contract Period 35 45

Total 127 114

Annual Turnover 1.26% 1.99%

Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014 Fiscal 2015 (as of June)

1.81% 1.81% 1.89%

Percentage of Employees with Disabilities

Human Rights Education

The Toyo Ink Group strives to respect a diverse range of 
values and ideas regardless of sex, age, nationality, disability, 
or other attributes. Group companies in Japan recruited 
nine non-Japanese employees and will continue to recruit 
such employees. In fiscal 2014, we again accepted one non-
Japanese intern from a personnel training program of the 
European Union (EU), as we did in fiscal 2013.

The Toyo Ink Group Business Conduct Guidelines expressly 
state the prohibition of any form of discrimination, the 
prohibition of sexual harassment and power harassment, 
respect for privacy, and the prohibition of child labor 
and forced labor. To raise awareness of these guidelines, 
we actively undertake internal activities such as holding 
compliance meetings at each workplace. We share the 
Business Conduct Guidelines with our overseas affiliates and 
strive to ensure that the stance of respecting human rights 
will take root throughout the entire Group.

● Disability Employment
As of June 2015, Toyo Ink Group’s employees with disabilities 
comprised 1.89% of the total workforce in Japan. This figure 
falls short of the statutory minimum level of 2.0%. The average 
length of service of employees with disabilities was 13.1 years.

We will fur ther continue to make effor ts to give 
consideration to the aptitude of people with disabilities when 
recruiting them and assigning their jobs, and to ensure that 
they continue working with us for a long time.

● Introduction of Mandatory Retirement Age of 63 
and Continued Employment System up to Age 65

In September 2014, the Toyo Ink Group increased the 
mandatory retirement age from 60 to 63 to encourage 
its employees to continue working for a long time. Given 
the introduction of the new mandatory retirement age, 
our personnel system has been changed and now places 
emphasis on long-term employment and career formation of 
our employees. With regard to continued employment, we 
have established a system under which retired employees are 
reemployed until they reach 65 years of age. Many people 
have been reemployed and continue working by taking 
advantage of their experience and expertise.

Utilization of Human Resources

Respect for Human Rights
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Mosque built on the premises of PT. TOYO INK 
INDONESIA

A musholla in PT. TOYO INK INDONESIA

■ Establishment of a Mosque on the Premises  
of a Factory

To show respect to the Indonesian culture, PT. TOYO INK 
INDONESIA constructed a mosque, which was completed 
in June 2014, along with a new gravure ink factory as 
part of the employee benefits. For Muslims, Friday is a 
day of prayer at the mosque. Muslim employees of the 
company would make a 10-minute motorcycle trip to a 
mosque in a nearby village every Friday. At the time for 
prayer on Fridays, the new mosque is open to employees 
of nearby companies and people in the neighborhood as 
well as employees of the company. People who use the 
mosque have made 
s t a t e m e n t s  o f 
their appreciation, 
such as “It is now 
closer and more 
convenient” and 
“I am happy that I 
can make effective 
use of my time.”

■ Scholarship for Families of Employees

TOYO INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD. grants scholarships 
to those of its employees whose duration of service is 
three years or longer and who have children attending 
elementary school, junior high school, or high school. 
Scholarships are granted to an average of 17 employees 
each year.

Overseas Initiatives

To establish and improve personnel management systems 
at overseas affiliates, we have established a personnel 
policy, under which basic policies on personnel strategy*2 
are organized. Overseas affiliates of the Toyo Ink Group 
need to create and link networks, implement locally based 
management strategies, and ensure that such activities 
lead to their development while operating voluntarily and 
independently. By presenting and spreading the personnel 
policy to the entire Group, we will ensure that all Group 
companies and affiliates share the same goal and establish 
the Group Renpou Management*3 System. We hope that the 
personnel policy will serve as the guidepost for personnel 
operation at our overseas affiliates.
*2 Basic policies on personnel strategy
 These policies summarize our ideas of what we want our employees to be like, our 

stance on diversity and organizations, our basic policies on personnel management and 
workplace communications, and our action plans towards SCC-2017 from the viewpoints 
of personnel planning, labor management, compensation management, employee 
benefits, recruitment, human resource development, and human resource management.

*3 Group Renpou Management 
 We use the term Renpou (range of peaks), likening companies growing on the same 

ground to the peaks of mountains.

The Toyo Ink Academy is home to the Toyo Ink Group’s staff 
education aimed at training human resources in Japan and 
abroad to perform actively in the global arena. For employees 
serving in Japan, we offer job-specific programs such as sales, 
engineering, production, and management jobs, and job-
class-specific training programs to staff members of various 
ranks, ranging from new employees to managers. With the 
TIG Global Human Resource Bank in operation, the Toyo 
Ink Academy also offers training for prospective overseas 
representatives in a well-planned manner. 

To staff members at our overseas affiliates, we proactively 
provide job-specific training programs, such as the Core Tech 
Seminar, training for environmental and safety managers, and 
basic training on manufacturing given by sending trainers to 
overseas locations, in addition to job-class-specific training 
programs such as executive manager training.

The Toyo Ink Academy offered training courses to a 
cumulative total of 1,237 employees in Japan and 46 staff 
members at our overseas affiliates over the course of 182 
days in one year.

The Toyo Ink Group has been proactive in the global 
expansion of its businesses. In fiscal 2013, we introduced 
human rights education as part of our overseas assignment 
training, which is aimed at ensuring the following at 
our overseas locations as well: Fair employment and 
treatment, the management and improvement of the work 
environment, the prohibition of child labor and forced 
labor, and product development with consideration for all 
people. Simultaneously, during this training, we also provide 
personnel management training so that employees who will 
work with overseas people will respect local cultures and 
customs and live in harmony with local communities.

The Toyo Ink Group has been expanding its businesses 
globally by fully considering local religions. For Islamic 
regions, we obtain Halal certificates and supply packaging 
products and so on which comply with Islamic dietary laws. 
We have also set up mushollas, prayer rooms for Muslims, in 
our factories. We also take measures for Ramadan, a month 
of fasting for Muslims.

Establishment of a Personnel Policy Response to Globalization

Human Rights Education

Considerations for Local Religions
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I  engaged in  mul t ip le  ac t i v i t i e s ,  such as 
accompanying s taf f members on v is i t s to 
customers, where I learned about the Indian 
ma r ke t ,  an d  p rov i d i ng  su p p o r t  fo r  t h e 
commencement of production at the Gujarat 
Factory. For the commencement of production, 
I relayed instructions from the Saitama Factory 
to the local staff members. I struggled with 
the subtle nuances of words because of my 
insufficient English proficiency and knowledge of 
machines and production. 

This experience made me aware of the 

necessity of the fundamental capability of solving 
the problem of how to make myself understood. 
In addition, involvement in the business activities 
of TIID, which deals in a wide array of products, 
gave me valuable opportunities to learn about 
businesses that had rarely been related to my jobs. 
I am made painfully aware of my insufficient skills 
every day, but I would like to continue working to 
contribute to TIID and the Toyo Ink Group more 
than ever.

(Tachiki Furusato)

In this workshop program, I was mainly involved 
in supporting PTI’s coating business and the 
development of new markets such as the solar 
cell market. In terms of the support for the 
coating business, I gave instructions to and held 
discussions with local engineers, who spend 
a lot of time responding to customers and do 
not have sufficient time to make validations or 
acquire knowledge, by trial and error every day. I 
was able to broaden my perspective significantly 
by working as a marketer as well as an engineer 

and getting to know many internal and external 
people through the provision of support to the 
Private Show and the completion ceremony of 
the new factory. I would like to engage vigorously 
in activities such as clarifying the targets of 
commercial coatings, strengthening cooperation 
with affiliates in the commercial coating business, 
identify ing issues in the solar cell market, 
and participating in international academic 
conferences.

(Akira Saito)

LioChem, INC. is a company with around 100 
employees, which is headquartered in a suburb 
of Atlanta. The company manufactures and sells 
colorants, gravure inks, and other products. I have 
made it my mission to conduct research on new 
markets and state-of-the-art technologies as well 
as to develop the engineering environment for 
the further development of the Toyo Ink Group in 
North America. Initially, I was faced with repeated 
setbacks due to the language barrier as I tried to 
collect information and build relationships with 

external people at academic conferences, trade 
shows, and other events. Gradually, however, I 
became aware that the problem was my lack of 
aggressiveness. I feel that it is a common principle 
in the world that if you move, the people around 
you will move in response. Moving forward, I will 
continue working to develop the network we 
have established in North America and to absorb 
and offer technologies that will be beneficial to 
the Toyo Ink Group.

(Takanori Itoh)

The purpose of this workshop program is to learn 
the International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) that are spreading among companies all 
over the world, mainly among those in Europe. 
IFRS applies the principles-based approach, 
which is opposite to the rules-based approach 
of the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
of the United States and Japanese accounting 
standards. IFRS therefore does not have any 
specific standards or guidelines, and we have to 

set a reasonable basis and criteria on our own. 
Accordingly, we need to identify the nature of 
individual trades and understand the conceptual 
framework of IFRS. By par ticipating in the 
program, I would like to become as aware of the 
fundamental principles of IFRS as possible and 
contribute to the further development of the Toyo 
Ink Group.

(Nobuhiko Oba)

India   Training Location: TOYO INK INDIA PVT. LTD. (TIID)

Europe   Training Location: TOYO INK EUROPE S.A.S. (TIE)

The United States   Training Location: LioChem, INC.

Indonesia   Training Location: PT. TOYO INK INDONESIA (PTI)

Developing Globally Competitive Human Resources
Close Up

Our overseas workshop programs were introduced in 2012 to develop globally competitive human resources.
Those who participate in the programs experience working for overseas Group companies as interns 
and acquire the capabilities of adapting to overseas business and cross-cultural communication skills.

Overseas 
Workshop 
Program
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In September 2014, executive manager training 
was provided to nine executive employees 
(including executive candidates) from overseas 
Group companies. The training was provided 
at the head office and the Saitama Factory over 
a period of four days. This training has been 
provided by the international business department 
of the Toyo Ink Academy every year since fiscal 
2009. It is aimed at sharing the Toyo Ink Group’s 
Corporate Philosophy System and improving the 
level of business management of Group companies 
and their ability to implement strategies.

In November 2014, the Core Tech Seminar 
for engineering employees of overseas Group 
companies was held at the head office, the 
Saitama Factory, the Saitama R&D Center, and 
the Kawagoe Factory. Hosted by the Techno 
College of the Toyo Ink Academy, the seminar was 
provided for the second time following the first 
one in fiscal 2013. It is aimed at understanding 
the core technologies of the Toyo Ink Group 
comprehensively and acquiring technological 
knowledge that will be the foundation for 
improving the development capabilities of each 
company. Nine employees of Group companies 
from seven countries participated in the seminar.

In March 2015, the 4th Training of Environmental 
and Safety Managers was provided at TOYO INK 
(THAILAND) CO., LTD. (TIT). A total of 14 employees 
from seven locations in six countries participated 
in the training, which was provided with the 
cooperation of TIT. The training included lectures, 
a factory tour, discussions, and presentations. The 
Training of Environmental and Safety Managers 
is one of the training programs provided by the 
department of production engineering of the Toyo 
Ink Academy for overseas national staff. It was 
provided at an overseas location for the first time. 
It was a highly meaningful opportunity to build a 
network of environmental and safety managers in 
Southeast Asia.

Executive Manager TrainingFrom Vietnam

The training allowed me to absorb a lot 
of knowledge and information, including 

about the policies, business domains, business strategies, and 
management strategies of the Toyo Ink Group. It caused me to 
reaffirm the fact that I am a member of the 
Toyo Ink Group. I believe that this training will 
provide significant opportunities for all the 
executives of the Toyo Ink Group to develop 
their careers.

This seminar is aimed at understanding 
the outline of the Toyo Ink Group’s core 

technologies and applying the knowledge to research and 
product development at each company. I feel that the discussions 
with staff members from various regions will 
lead to the formulation of better management 
strategies. I would like to utilize the new core 
technologies in Taiwan by taking advantage 
of what I learned during the seminar.

Core Tech SeminarFrom Taiwan

For par t ic ipants from Southeast Asian 
countries, this training was a good opportunity 

to learn the situations of the Toyo Ink Group companies. The 
exchange of opinions enables us to obtain knowledge and 
information from all the participants and 
make use of this knowledge and information 
to ensure the safety of operations. I feel that 
continuous efforts to strengthen cooperation 
among the Toyo Ink Group companies 
will enable further collaborations and the 
exchange of more information.

Training of Environmental and Safety ManagersFrom Thailand

We provide our overseas employees with training in Japan in an effort to develop human resources capable of 
demonstrating their capabilities around the world.
Through this training, we disseminate the Toyo Ink Group’s philosophy, strategies, and expertise 
to our employees, helping them to work even more competently in their respective countries.

Training 
Overseas 

Employees

TOYO INK VIETNAM CO., LTD.
Nguyen Thi Thu Hang

TOYO ADVANCED SCIENCE TAIWAN CO., LTD.
Ming-Wei Lin

TOYO INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD.
Thawat Tacharoenmueng

Comments from one
of the trainees

Comments from one
of the trainees

Comments from one
of the trainees
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The Toyo Ink Group includes employee satisfaction (ES) in its 
guiding principles. We respect the diverse values of individuals 
and the career ambitions of our employees. To enable them 
to ensure a high quality of work, 
we focus our efforts on human 
resources development based on 
two pillars: The Toyo Ink Career 
Advancement Program (T-CAP) and 
Toyo Ink Academy.

● The Toyo Ink Career Advancement Program (T-CAP)
T-CAP is a system which consists of development transfers, 
transfers based on self-assessments, internal open competition for 
positions, and overseas workshop programs. Under our system of 
development transfers, we help individual employees to build their 
careers through transfers within the organization. We conduct 
an annual self-assessment survey and carry out transfers based 
on the findings. The internal open competition for positions is a 
program that allows employees to apply for their desired jobs. 
Three employees were transferred as a result of an internal open 
competition for positions. Under our overseas workshop program, 
four employees were sent to overseas locations and worked there 
for about six months.

Program Number of Users

Maternity Leave 26

Childcare Leave 30 (Among them, one male)

Shorter Working Hours for Childcare 24

Use of Programs Related to Childcare Support in Fiscal 2014

仕事と介護の両立支援

Rate of Return to Work after Childcare Leave

Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

100% 100%

Action Plan for the third period (fiscal 2015-2019) associated with the Act on 
Advancement of Measures to Support Raising Next-Generation Children

Purpose 1

Purpose 2

Purpose 3

Helping employees to return to work easily after 
childcare leave

Continuing to provide information that will help 
employees to balance a career and childcare

Taking initiatives to create a workplace environment 
where employees can work with a sense of security

Two Pillars of Human
Resource Development

T-CAPT-CAP Toyo Ink 
Academy

Under our Corporate Philosophy, “People-oriented management,” the Toyo Ink Group respects the diverse ways of working of its employees 
and seeks to create working environments in which all employees can work with vigor for a long time.

Creating an Environment Conducive to Productive Work

Labor Practices

Comments from an employee who has used 
childcare leave
I took childcare leave for about one and a half months. 
Both my superior and colleagues accepted my decision 
to take the leave willingly, thanks to which I was able 
to start the leave with no anxiety at all and return to 
work easily after the leave. In addition, the childcare 
leave caused me to reaffirm the 
importance of the time I spend 
with my family and led me to be 
conscious of working efficiently.

Group Legal Affairs Department
Toyo Ink SC Holdings Co., Ltd.

VOICE

● Childcare Support
In May 2015, the Toyo Ink Group obtained 
Kurumin accreditation for the second time in 
recognition of its support for the development 
of the next generation. In April 2015, we 
launched the Action Plan for the third period 
associated with the Act on Advancement of 
Measures to Support Raising Next-Generation Children.

● Support for Balancing Family 
Care and Career

We approve of the intent of the 
promotion of the establishment of a 
workplace environment that permits 
the balancing of a career and family 
care, an initiative of the Ministry of Health, Welfare and 
Labour, and have applied for Tomonin accreditation. Tomonin 
is the symbol of support for balancing family care and a 
career. In December 2014, we conducted a questionnaire 
survey of all employees regarding their family care. Based 
on the results of the survey, we will take more initiatives to 
respond to the needs of employees.

● Support for Workplace Communications
We have introduced a system in which the company provides a 
certain amount of financial support for events aimed at promoting 
interactions between staff 
members. We have supported 
social gatherings, camping, 
BBQ, employee trips, sporting 
contests, and other events in 
various locations. In fiscal 2014, 
66% of employees participated 
in these events.

Support Programs for Creating a Pleasant 
Working Environment

Human Resource Development

Hiking in Mt. Daimonji in Kyoto 
(Moriyama Factory)
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*1 The figure is calculated by dividing the total number of holidays taken by the total 
number of holidays granted in a year.

2011 2012 2013 2014 (FY)

50.1% 55.3% 54.0% 56.4%

● Basic seminar for 
managerial employees

● Introductory training for 
new employees

Job-class-specific training programs

● Training for new officers
● Skills improvement training for  

senior employees
● Vision management practice program
● Team management practice program
● Business and communication training

Job-specific training programs

● Program for fostering business development leaders
● Program for fostering technology development leaders
● Program for fostering planning and coordination leaders
● Program for fostering manufacturing managers

Training on understanding different cultures  
for overseas national staff

● Overseas executive manager training
● Overseas personnel training
● Training on communication with foreigners

Personal development

● Correspondence courses
● Voluntary training group
● TOEIC Institutional Program Test

Initiatives Taken in Japan

Overseas Initiatives

Employees’ Family Meet
In December 2014, the first Employees’ Family Meet was 
held at the Delhi Factory of TOYO INK INDIA PVT. LTD. (TIID). 
Employees and their 
fami l ies enhanced 
their friendships with 
each other through 
a factory tour, social 
gathering, and other 
events on the day.

Employee’s Family Meet

● Reviewing and Improving Work Hours
To keep the total work hours at an appropriate level, the Toyo 
Ink Group has created a manual for managing work hours to 
ensure that each department enhances time management, 
and for other purposes. The overtime hours worked by union 
members stood at an average of 6.4 hours/month in fiscal 
2014 (compared to 6.3 hours/month in fiscal 2013).

The average ratio of paid holidays taken in fiscal 2014 
was 56.4%, up 2.4 percentage points from fiscal 2013. 
Paid holidays under the half-day leave system, which 
we introduced in fiscal 2011, were taken by 61.4% of all 
employees as compared to 59.9% in fiscal 2013.

● Toyo Ink Academy
The Toyo Ink Group established the Toyo Ink Academy in 2007, 
when it celebrated its 100th anniversary, to foster human 
resources and improve the corporate culture. At this institute, 
we implement various training programs and personal 
development activities under the basic policies of raising the 
level of human resources and fostering future executives.

Work-Life Balance

■ Inspection Tour of Jujo Building by Employee Families
 (Jujo Center, TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS Co., Ltd.)

In November 2014, we ran an inspection tour of the 
Jujo building by co-sponsoring the labor union’s event. 
A total of 79 employees and their families took a tour 
around the building, watched a video introducing the 
company and anime, enjoyed playing golf, decorated 
a Christmas tree, had lunch in 
the cafeteria, and carried out 
other activities. It was a good 
opportunity for the participants 
to deepen their understanding 
of the company.

■ Employee Trips and Dinner Parties

Our overseas affiliates place emphasis on communications 
with employee families. They invite their employees and 
their families to trips, dinner parties, factory tours, and 
other events.

Presentation ceremony of 
length-of-service awards 
(TOYOCHEM SPECIALTY 
CHEMICALS SDN. BHD.)

Presentation ceremony of 
Kaizen & 3R awards (TOYO 
INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD.)

■ Employee Awards Programs

Our overseas affiliates implement employee awards 
programs, including length-of-service awards and ones 
related to Kaizen (improvement) and 3R activities.

Football team of TOYO INK ASIA LTD.

■ Establishment of a Football Team

In July 2014, TOYO INK 
ASIA LTD. established a 
football team to promote 
teamwork. A total of 15 
employees play football 
on the team.

Employees and their families 
visiting the Jujo building
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Trends in the Frequency of Lost-Workday Injuries*1

Trends in the Lost-Workday-Injury Severity Rate*2

*1 Number of lost-workday injuries or fatalities per million work hours, which indicates 
the frequency of lost-workday injuries

*2 Number of lost workdays per thousand work hours, which indicates the severity of accidents
* The outside data are cited from the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare’s Summary 

on Industrial Accidents (Results of Survey on Establishments) issued on May, 2014.
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The Toyo Ink Group is committed to its employee’s health through activities for health improvement and disease prevention, mental health 
and the creation of an environment where employees can work in good health.
In addition, in our safety and disaster prevention activities, we improved our disaster prevention measures in Japan and overseas.

Enhancing Employees’ Health and Safety

Labor Practices

● Health Promotion Activities Carried out  
Using Health Examination Data

By cooperating with the health insurance union, industrial 
physicians, and others, we promote measures such as the 
improvement of the environment to allow employees to work 
in good health in a well-planned manner. In fiscal 2014, 
we unified the health examination items and standardized 
the data. We also added abdominal ultrasonography and 
gynecological exams as non-mandatory health examination 
items in consideration of the increase in working years and 
the upward trend of the incidence of breast cancer.

● Mass Influenza Vaccinations
We started mass influenza vaccinations at major business 
establishments in fiscal 2014 to prevent the spread of 
influenza in workplaces and the aggravation of symptoms in 
those who are infected. The vaccination rate in fiscal 2014 
was 41%.

● Gynecological Exams
Breast and cervical cancer screenings are provided as part of 
health examinations to ensure the early detection and early 
treatment of the diseases. In fiscal 2014, 64% of all insured 
female workers underwent the screenings.

● Mental Health Measures
For the prevention and early detection of mental health 
problems, in fiscal 2009 we introduced a stress check for all 
employees as a self-care measure, with which employees 
themselves notice and handle stress on their own. We assign 
internal and external counselors to internal counseling rooms 
at our major locations in Japan. These counselors provide 
counseling upon request and give consultations to new 
employees and managerial-level employees on a regular 
basis. For employees who take a leave of absence, we have 
introduced a program for supporting their return to work so 
that they will return to work with confidence.

● Initiatives Taken Overseas  
(Campaign Against Drug Abuse)

The government of Thailand promotes the White Factory 
program, which is aimed at preventing the entry of addictive 
drugs to factories, improving the health and living standards 
of employees, helping with the development of companies, 
and other purposes. TOYO INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD. 
implements a campaign against drug abuse. The company 
asks the local police to conduct urine tests of employees on 
site and report the results to the management. The company 
also provides anti-drug education.

The Toyo Ink Group uses a wide variety of chemical 
substances in the operation of its production facilities in 
numerous plants in Japan and abroad. Any chemical leakage, 
fire, explosion or other accident at production facilities could 
have adverse repercussions for the health or safety of not 
only the employees who work there but also the people who 
live nearby. We have therefore enhanced our initiatives with a 
focus on safety management and the prevention of accidents 
and disasters as priority measures for our manufacturing.

● Trends in the Frequency of Lost-Workday Injuries 
and Lost-Workday-Injury Severity Rate

In 2014, the number of injuries increased, which resulted 
in an increase in the frequency of lost-workday injuries. 
However, the lost-workday injury severity rate was lowered 
because there were no serious lost-workday injuries. The 
Toyo Ink Group strives to reduce the frequency of industrial 
accidents and the severity of injuries resulting from accidents 
through initiatives including risk assessment activities and risk 
simulation training, with a focus on reducing accidents that 
are similar to those that have occurred in the past.

● Safety Network Meetings
We hold safety network meetings three times every year, in 
which people in charge of occupational safety and health from 
the Toyo Ink Group’s production bases in Japan participate. 
We strive to share information about safety and health issues 
and patrol around our work sites to improve the quality of the 
safety and health management of the entire Group.

For the Health of our Employees Safety and Disaster Prevention Activities
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● Employee Education
New employee training 
A lecture on the importance of occupational safety and 
health is given during the new employee training. At the 
end of the training, the employees create Safety Declaration 
Cards, which they carry with them.
Risk Simulation Training
The Toyo Ink Group has introduced facilities that allow employees 
to experience the risks of handling equipment, organic solvents, 
statics, and others through simulations. These facilities have 
been introduced at our 
factories and plants and 
on the premises of our 
affiliates that are involved 
in production. We provide 
training programs to ensure 
that all employees involved 
in production undergo the 
risk simulation training.

Regular Safety Education 
We undertake safety education at our locations in Japan to 
develop human resources with high safety awareness and 
improve employees’ ability to ensure safety (risk sensitivity). In 
fiscal 2014, we carried out this education on four occasions 
to improve the level of our risk assessment activities. 
Approximately 2,400 employees involved in production or 
engineering participated in each session.

Environmental and Safety Training of Employees to be 
Assigned Overseas 
Overseas representatives assigned to overseas affiliates have 
a duty to meet the responsibility for the overall management 
of the environment and safety in their locations. Therefore, 
we have introduced a study program on environment and 
safety management for employees to be assigned overseas to 
improve the level of the management at their locations.

A facility for risk simulation training at the 
Mobara Plant of TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd.

Initiatives Taken in Japan

Overseas Initiatives

■ Floodwall

MATSUI CHEMICAL Co., Ltd. has erected a 2-meter-high 
floodwall on the eastern side of its headquarters plant to 
prevent the risk of the flooding of the Takasegawa River.

■ Class-8 Certificate of No Accident Record

In May 2014, the Moriyama Factory of TOYOCOLOR 
Co., Ltd. was granted a class-8 certificate of no accident 
record by the Shiga Labor Standards Association. The 
certificate was granted in recognition of its operating for 
2,160 consecutive days without an accident.

■ My Safety Declaration

At the Saitama Plant of Toyo-Morton, Ltd., all employees 
put up “My Safety Declaration” in their workplaces to 
raise their self-awareness of safety.

■ Award for Hazardous Materials Safety Contributor

In May 2015, Mr. Yoshiyuki Nonaka from the Fuji Factory of 
TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd. 
was granted an award 
as a contributor to 
hazardous materials 
s a fe t y  by  the  f i r e 
prevention association of 
business establishments 
in Fuji City, where the 
fac tor y is  located.

■ Award for Contribution to Fire Prevention

In November 2014, a drill based on the assumption 
of a fire caused by an earthquake was conducted at 
the Kansai Branch Office of TOYO INK Co., Ltd. in the 
presence of people from the Fukushima Fire Department 
of Osaka City. During the drill, the self-defense fire 
brigade extinguished a fire, gave evacuation guidance, 
and held an AED workshop. In recognition of these 
activities, the Kansai Branch Office was granted an 
award for its contribution to fire prevention.

■ Joint Fire Drill with the Fire Department of 
Kasugai City

In June 2014, the Kasugai Office of the Chubu Branch 
Office of TOYO INK Co., Ltd. held a joint drill with the 
Fire Department of Kasugai City. The drill was held based 
on the assumption of a fire in a storehouse of hazardous 
substances caused by an earthquake with a seismic 
intensity of 6-Lower on the Japanese scale.

■ Fire Drills

Our overseas affiliates conduct fire drills by organizing 
their own fire-fighting teams. They also hold fire drills by 
inviting local governments and fire departments.

■ First Aid Drill

In April 2015, a first aid drill was conducted by the 
Malaysian Red Crescent Society at the Seremban Plant 
of TOYOCHEM SPECIALTY CHEMICAL SDN. BHD. The 
employees who participated in the drill also received a 
lecture on cardio-pulmonary resuscitation.

■ Safety Week

In March 2015, Safety Week events were held at 
the Delhi Factory and the Gujarat Factory of TOYO 

Award certificate and plaque granted for 
contribution to hazardous materials safety

INK INDIA PVT. LTD. The events included lectures 
given by specialists, demonstrations of the use of 
fire extinguishers and safety equipment, firefighting 
training, safety quizzes, and slogan poster competitions.
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Major natural disasters and accidents at petrochemical 
manufacturers affect procurement activities in various ways. 
We will therefore continue to create a system for stable 
procurement by studying raw materials whose stable supply 
becomes difficult in the event of an emergency and promoting 
the purchase of multiple raw materials and alternate 
production in the event of emergencies on a global level.

● Acquisition of BCMS (ISO 22301) Certification
Moriyama Factory of TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd. has established 
a system for the effective operation of a business continuity 
plan (BCP), and obtained ISO 22301*1 certification in March 
2014. It aims to establish a system which, in the event of 
damage from a disaster equivalent in scale to the Great East 
Japan Earthquake, enables the resumption of the supply 
of products on the fourth day after its occurrence and full 
supply on the fourteenth day. 
*1 ISO 22301 is an international standard on the business continuity management 

system (BCMS). BCMS is a system under which a company or organization formulates 
plans for continuing business efficiently and effectively in the event of a natural 
disaster such as an earthquake, windstorm, or flood, or a fire, pandemic, or similar.

● Transportation by Rail, Ship, and Truck
Logi Co-Net Co., Ltd., an affiliate specializing in distribution, 
added transportation by a ship called a roll-on roll-off (RO-
RO) ship*2 in fiscal 2014 to ensure stable supply to customers 
based in locations requiring long-distance transportation 
from the Kanto area, such as 
Hokkaido and Kyushu. The 
company has now established a 
transportation system based on 
three modes of transportation: 
rail, ship, and truck. This enables 
stable transportation and supply 
in the event of an accident. 
*2 A RO-RO ship is a vessel for transporting cargo placed on truck beds. The cargo 

is transported onto the ship on trucks, and the truck beds are detached from the 
truck heads in the ship so that the ship only carries the cargo on the truck beds. 
At the destination port, the truck beds are connected to and transported to their 
destinations by local truck heads waiting there.

To advance CSR and global procurement, the Toyo Ink Group carries out procurement activities based on the Procurement Principles 
and the Standard for Selecting Suppliers by collaborating with our domestic and overseas Group companies and suppliers.
We are also committed to activities for ensuring stable procurement.

Fair Operating Practices

CSR Procurement

The details of our Procurement Principles and the Standard for Selecting Suppliers are 
given on the “Social & Environmental Activities” pages of our website.

Training of overseas human resources in charge 
of procurement

A RO-RO ship

The Toyo Ink Group aspires to build a relationship of trust 
with our suppliers through fair procurement activities carried 
out on an equal footing to achieve mutual prosperity. For 
fair and equitable purchasing transactions, we support CSR 
procurement, which conforms to the Procurement Principles 
and the Standard for Selecting Suppliers.

● Fair, Sound Procurement
Based on the Procurement Principles, the Toyo Ink Group has 
signed purchase agreements and statements with numerous 
suppliers to ensure the proper environmental management 
and quality assurance of the materials produced. We select 
suppliers in accordance with the Standard for Selecting 
Suppliers. Specifically, we assess prospective suppliers, 
whether based in Japan or overseas, in consideration 
of employment and working conditions in addition to 
compliance, safety and financial responsibility.

In addition, we conduct inspections of their factories 
as necessary to check their social and environmental 
considerations as well as their standards on safety, 
environmental adaptability, and quality. We proactively 
inspected the factories of overseas suppliers, which have 
been increasing in number.

CSR Procurement Based on the 
Procurement Principles and the 
Standard for Selecting Suppliers

The Toyo Ink Group has commenced global procurement 
linked to its growth strategies. To encourage the joint purchase 
of raw materials by Group companies, we are improving our 
relationships with suppliers capable of supplying products 
globally. At the same time, we are sharing information on raw 
materials and making Group-wide efforts involving domestic 
and overseas affiliates to encourage procurement at the 
optimal prices based on safety and reliability.

● Training of Overseas Human Resources  
in Charge of Procurement

The Toyo Ink Group began training overseas human resources 
in charge of procurement in fiscal 2013 to ensure the optimal, 
stable procurement of raw materials in overseas countries. We 
give lectures to and hold discussions with people related to 
procurement at our overseas Group companies on Procurement 
Principles, things to understand about procurement, the 
search for raw materials, price negotiations, cost reductions, 

Global Procurement

Initiatives for Ensuring Stable Procurement

i n fo r ma t i o n  ab ou t 
major raw materials, 
and other  aspec t s . 
T h r o u g h  t h e s e 
initiatives, we support 
t h e  p r o c u r e m e n t 
activities of our overseas 
Group companies.
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The Toyo Ink Group strives to prevent risks from chemicals by developing chemical management systems both in Japan and overseas 
to ensure compliance with relevant laws and regulations.
We have also organized a Trade Control Department dedicated to activities for enhancing trade control.

Fair Operating Practices

Proper Management of Chemicals

The Toyo Ink Group has built a network made up of the 
production bases of its overseas Group companies, and has 
been operating the Global Environmental System as a chemical 
management system that allows for compliance with the GHS*1 
of other countries and their laws and regulations. We centrally 
manage information about the raw materials used in products 
from the Toyo Ink Group and the laws and regulations concerning 
chemicals, and provide information about chemicals via safety 
data sheets (SDSs) and labels written in the languages of countries 
in which our products are used.

We have set up the Chemical Management Department to 
function as the Group’s technical organization. We have also 
organized the Chemical Substances Subcommittee as part of the 
activities of the Environment and Safety Committee under the CSR 
Generalization Committee, in an attempt to establish cooperation 
within the Group.
*1 GHS (Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals) 
 A system according to which chemicals are classified by the type and degree of their 

hazards in accordance with a universal standard, and information about the hazards 
is provided via labels and safety data sheets to ensure that it can be seen at a glance.

The Toyo Ink Group offers products from other companies, 
such as printing-related materials. We internally examine 
these products in accordance with the same standards we 
apply to our own products, and strive to manage and handle 
them in a way that ensures the safety of our customers. We 
also strive to promptly offer information that customers will 
need when laws or regulations are revised, based on the 
information provided by the product manufacturers. We offer 
SDSs of products from other companies via Sommelier, a 
portal site for customers of the Toyo Ink Group.

Viewpoint about and Framework for 
Chemicals Management

Management and Provision of Information 
about Products from Other Companies 
Sold by the Toyo Ink Group

To enhance the control of trade on the global level, the 
Toyo Group Ink established overseas trade control policies 
and guidelines in fiscal 2014 and introduced them within 
its business establishments. We continue our training 
and awareness-raising activities so that these policies 
and guidelines can take root at the Group’s business 
establishments. In Japan, we developed a trade control 
system to strengthen control and promote standardization, 
and launched the system in July 2015. We aim to expand it to 
our overseas bases, one at a time.

In light of the ongoing expansion of international 
economic partnership agreements, such as the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP), the control of trade has been growing 
increasingly important, and we are working to improve 
measures to respond to this trend.

To fulfill its social responsibility in procurement activities, 
the Toyo Ink Group is taking measures to avoid the use 
of minerals (gold, tin, tantalum, and tungsten) that can 
lead to conflict. Minerals such as these are produced in 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo and neighboring 
countries, and serve as the sources of funds for local armed 
groups. Working in cooperation with our suppliers, we have 
confirmed that minerals from these areas have not been used 
in the raw materials of the suppliers with whom we trade 
indirectly, as well as those with whom we trade directly. We 
will continue to investigate and check newly adopted raw 
materials, and also strengthen our measures to prevent the 
use of minerals from regions of conflict.

The Toyo Ink Group has formulated Global Chemical 
Management Rules and established a system under which 
overseas Group companies implement unified and standardized 
chemical management. We are also introducing the Global 
Environmental System around the world, with it already being 
successfully introduced within our Group companies in China, 
Taiwan, South Korea, the United States, and Europe.

For the chemical registration systems to be introduced 
in Taiwan, South Korea, and other countries in 2015, we 
have prepared to respond promptly by making use of the 
information network of our overseas Group companies and 
enlisting the cooperation of consultants in other countries.

Enhanced Control of Trade

Measures against Conflict Minerals

Global Chemical Management

Approach to Chemical Management

Chemical
management

Environmental and 
Safety Principle

Environmental and Safety Action Policies

Ascertaining and 
managing chemical 

properties and 
legislation

Ascertaining and 
managing chemicals 

handled

Complying with
environmental legislation

Environmentally
friendly technology

Act on the Evaluation of Chemical 
Substances and Regulation of

Their Manufacture, etc.

WEEE, RoHS, REACH

GHS

Environmentally friendly
manufacturing processes

Environmentally
friendly products
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The Toyo Ink Group gives top priority to the quality of its products to achieve a style of manufacturing that makes customers happy.
We also proactively seek feedback from the market and respond with sincerity, in an effort to build a relationship of trust with our customers.

Toward Customer Satisfaction

Consumer Issues

<Major overseas trade shows at which the Toyo Ink Group 
exhibited in fiscal 2014>

● Print Pack Arabia 2014 (UAE)
● Expo Print Latin America 2014 (Brasil)
● Labelexpo Americas 2014 (The United States)
● Batteries 2014 Exhibition (France)
● TPCA Show 2014 (Taiwan)
● All in Print China 2014 (China)
● C-Touch (China)
● 2014 International Printed 

Circuit & APEX South China 
Fair (China)

● TIG Private Show and Business 
Meeting (Myanmar)

TIG Private Show

At the Toyo Ink Group, we ensure that we undertake quality 
assurance of our products throughout the entire process from 
planning, research, and development to after-sales service. 
This is why we are always able to provide our customers 
with products with assured quality. When we develop a 
new product or business, we evaluate 
and examine the product or business 
objectively in accordance with our own 
rules before we commercialize it.

We utilize ISO 9001, an international 
qual it y s tandard, to enhance and 
s trengthen the qual i t y  assurance 
activities of the entire Toyo Ink Group. 
In December 2014, Toyo Adhesive 
Sheet Processing (Tianjin) Co., Ltd. also 
obtained ISO 9001 certification.

● Quality Assurance System
In fiscal 2012, the Toyo Ink Group established a Quality 
Management Committee in its efforts to further enhance 
its quality assurance activities. Under the SCC-III medium-
term plan, we aim to raise the level of our overseas quality 
assurance system to be consistent with level in Japan.

● Conference for Quality Assurance of Compounds 
in Colorant Business in Asia

TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd. has production bases for its colorant 
business at two locations in Japan and ten overseas locations. 
We have established a shared quality assurance system that 
covers various regions and markets in an effort to improve 
customer satisfaction and brand power. In January 2015, 
we held the second Conference for Quality Assurance of 
Compounds in Colorant Business in Asia. People from our 
affiliates in Vietnam, the Philippines, and China along with 
people from the Kawagoe Factory responsible for quality 
assurance in the colorant business gathered together at TOYO 
INK (THAILAND) Co., Ltd. where the conference was held. 
At the conference, we reaffirmed our resolve to enhance 
cooperation between all the bases, and improve the level of 
management of global manufacturing.

The Toyo Ink Group has set up a contac t point for 
customer inquiries on our website, where we respond to 
inquiries concerning not only our products and services, 
but also our corporate activities. In addition, our overseas 
customer contact points responds to telephone inquiries 
from customers in English and Chinese. At “Sommelier,” a 
portal site for our customers, we provide customers with 
information about Pollutant Release and Transfer Register 
(PRTR) and Safety Data Sheets (SDS) on the Toyo Ink Group’s 
products. We will exhibit at trade shows such as the TOKYO 
PACK 2014/ Tokyo International Packaging Exhibition. In 
February 2015, we held the Toyo Ink Group Private Show 
2015—TIG EXPO.

● Gold Award in the 2015 Japan BtoB  
Advertising Awards

TOYO INK Co., Ltd. won the Gold Award in the website 
(special website) category of the 2015 Japan BtoB Advertising 
Awards (formerly known as Japan Industrial Advertising 
Awards). The award was granted in recognition of the “TOYO 
INK 1050+,” a website for providing information about 
the brand. We launched this website in 2011 as a place for 
initiating “chemical reactions” between the different kinds 
of value and technologies offered by TOYO INK Co., Ltd. and 
those from various markets and fields.

● Communications with Overseas Customers
The Toyo Ink Group also exhibits at overseas trade shows to 
communicate with overseas customers proactively.

Initiatives for Stable Procurement Initiatives for Customer Satisfaction

ISO 9001 certificate of Toyo 
Adhesive Sheet Processing 
(Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Conference for Quality Assurance of Compounds 
in Colorant Business in Asia
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The Toyo Ink Group has established its Environmental and Safety Basic Principles and Environmental and Safety Action Policies and implements 
these policies in domestic and overseas locations to make environmental management part of the Group’s culture, transcending national boundaries.
In addition, the Environment and Safety Committee, a subordinate technical committee under the CSR Generalization Committee, 
promotes the environmental and safety management of the Group.

Environmental and Safety Management

We disposed of low-concentration PCB waste from 
the Fuji Factory (five capacitors and one transformer) and 
Moriyama Factory (three pieces of equipment including a 
transformer) of TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd.

Environmental and Safety Basic Principles, Environmental and Safety Action Policies, 
and Interim Environmental Goals are described in the Social & Environmental Activities 
pages of our website.

Disposal of waste containing tiny amounts of 
PCBs (Moriyama Factory)

PCB waste stored in our facility PCB waste stored in our facility

The Environment

The Toyo Ink Group has long taken steps to ensure safe 
operations and to mitigate its environmental impact. We 
launched the Environmental Improvement Center early, in 
1973. In 1996, we created our Environmental and Safety 
Basic Principles and Environmental and Safety Action Policies 
(revised in April 2011) in an effort to establish a vision for the 
entire Group.

Instituting the Environmental and Safety 
Basic Principles and Environmental and 
Safety Action Policies

In 2009, the Toyo Ink Group revised its environmental 
objectives in line with SCC2017 and set new medium-term 
environmental objectives to be attained by fiscal 2017. 
We engage in activities for specific objectives established 
concerning the seven items of “Management Systems,” 
“Education, Awareness, and Social Activities,” “Environmental 
Business and Product Safety,” “Environmental Preservation, 
Work Safety and Risk Management,” “Risk Communication,” 
“Legal Compliance and International Cooperation,” and 
“Preservation of Biodiversity.”

In fiscal 2014, there were no reported leakages of hazardous 
substances, including asbestos and polychlorinated biphenyl 
(PCB), from any business establishments in the Toyo Ink 
Group. In regards to the easily dispersible material asbestos, 
we conducted another survey and properly handled the 
removal of this material during the demolition work in the 
Jujo area (Kaga, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo).

We hold the PCB waste of transformers, capacitors, and 
fluorescent ballasts at 12 business establishments in Japan 
and report the status of its management and disposal to 
the government. As of the end of fiscal 2014, the entire 
Toyo Ink Group had 108 transformers and capacitors, 1,491 
fluorescent ballasts, and four pieces of other equipment.

In fiscal 2014, there were no environmental accidents 
requiring an emergency response at our locations in Japan or 
other countries. We also did not receive any administrative 
directions concerning environmental legislation.

The Environment and Safety Committee, a subordinate 
technical  commit tee under the CSR General izat ion 
Committee, promotes the environmental and safety 
management of the Toyo Ink Group based on medium-term 
environmental objectives and objectives for each fiscal year. 
Progress status and actual achievements are “visualized” 
by using the eco-conscious efficiency index score and 
other indicators and are reported at CSR Generalization 
Committee meetings. For environmental objectives that 
can be quantified, we set Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
and discuss achievements and other issues related to those 
objectives at the Social and Environmental Conference, which 
is a group-wide conference.

In addition, there are the Environment & Safety Promotion 
Department, Chemical Management Department, and Trade 
Control Department, which are technical organizations. They 
formulate plans on the environment, safety, and accident 
prevention. They also manage chemical information and the 
places of origin of raw materials and products in compliance 
with the chemical management laws and regulations of 
various countries, and promote security export control, and 
so on, respectively.

Medium-Term Environmental Objectives

Management of Hazardous Substances

Complying with Environmental Legislation

Environmental and Safety Management System
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Under its interim environmental goals, the Toyo Ink Group engages in various activities, such as those to preserve biodiversity, reduce environmental 
impact, and create systems for environmental safety, environmental communications, and countermeasures against soil and groundwater contamination.

Environmental Objectives and Achievements

The Environment

Environmental Objectives and Major Achievements in Fiscal 2014, Environmental Objectives for Fiscal 2015

Environmental Objectives for Fiscal 2014 Major Achievements in Fiscal 2014 Achieve-
ment Environmental Objectives for Fiscal 2015

M
anagem

ent 
System

● Increase the eco-conscious efficiency index score by 
0.3 point from the fiscal 2013 level, to 8.5.

● Our eco-conscious efficiency index score increased by 
0.4 point from the fiscal 2013 level, to 8.6.

 

● Increase the eco-conscious efficiency index score by 
0.4 point from the fiscal 2014 level, to 9.0.

Education, A
w

areness and Social A
ctivities

● Continue to provide safety education at new overseas 
production sites.

● We provided safety education on static electricity as 
a part of the training for environmental and safety 
managers in other countries.

 

● Continue to provide safety education at new overseas 
production sites.

● Provide training for overseas environmental and 
safety managers at an overseas mother factory (at 
TOYO INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD. in fiscal 2014).

● We provided training for environmental and safety 
managers from seven locations in six countries, 
including India and Southeast Asian countries at 
TOYO INK (THAILAND) Co., Ltd.

 

● Provide training for overseas environmental and 
safety managers at an overseas mother factory (at 
SHANGHAI TOYO INK MFG. CO., LTD. in fiscal 2015).

● Secure locations for risk simulation training at all 
factories and production-related affiliates in Japan.

● We enhanced risk simulation training. For employees 
at business establishments where facilities for risk 
simulation training had yet to be introduced, we 
provided training by using facilities of other business 
establishments.

 

● Enhance the risk simulation training at all factories 
and production-related affiliates in Japan.

● Promote interaction with local communities  
through initiatives such as factory tours and 
internship schemes.

● We cooperated with the 3 days Challenge, a special 
class for hands-on experience in the real world that is 
offered to local junior high school students. (Saitama 
Plant of Toyo-Morton, Ltd.)

 

● Promote interaction with local communities  
through initiatives such as factory tours and 
internship schemes.

Environm
ental Business and Product Safety

● Increase the share of sales of environmentally 
friendly products compared to the net product sales 
by 1.2 percentage points from the fiscal 2013 level, 
to 56%.

● The share of sales of environmentally friendly 
products compared to the net product sales dereased 
by 0.5 point from the fiscal 2013 level, to 54.3%.

● Increase the share of sales of environmentally 
friendly products compared to the net product sales 
by 1.7 percentage points from the fiscal 2014 level,  
to 56%.

● Review the standards of environmentally friendly 
products based on LCA and create environmental 
businesses that use carbon footprint offset.

● We reviewed the standards by means of helping 
to improve the customer environment, reduce LCA 
values, and make other improvements. We also 
refurbished the system for counting environmentally 
friendly products.

● We calculated the CFP value of the Social & 
Environmental Report 2014 and rice ink, and offset the 
carbon footprint of the report based on these values.

 

● Increase environmentally friendly products and 
create environmental businesses that use the carbon 
footprint offset.

● Develop and operate a system that will enable a 
prompt response to the anticipated enforcement and 
revisions of overseas laws and regulations and the 
multilingualization of SDS.

● We have developed and launched a system 
for complying with GHS in various countries. 
We established a system for sharing and using 
information about the laws and regulations of China, 
South Korea, Taiwan, and other countries.

 

● Promote the development of a system for addressing 
the increase in the number of countries introducing 
GHS in fiscal 2015. Promote an appropriate style of 
management to comply with the registration laws 
and regulations of South Korea and Taiwan.

● Seek alternatives to and discontinue the use of 
chemical substances based on regulations and  
risk information.

● We promoted measures for responding to the revised 
Industrial Safety and Health Act, and systematically 
dealt with restricted substances in various countries.  

● Proceed with the risk assessment of production bases 
in Japan (in response to the revision to the Industrial 
Safety and Health Act).

● Reduce chemical emissions from domestic production 
sites by 2.0% from the fiscal 2013 level, to 73.5 tons.

● Chemical emissions from domestic production sites 
increased by 7.7% from the fiscal 2013 level, to 
80.8 tons.

● Reduce chemical emissions from domestic production 
sites by 2.0% from the fiscal 2014 level, to 79.2 tons.

Environm
ental Preservation,

W
ork Safety and Risk M

anagem
ent

● Reduce annual CO2 emissions from domestic 
production sites by 3.2% from the fiscal 2013 level, 
to 78,000 tons.

● Annual CO2 emissions from domestic production sites 
reduced by 0.6% from the fiscal 2013 level,  
to 80,164 tons.

 

● Reduce annual CO2 emissions from domestic 
production sites by 2.7% from the fiscal 2014 level, 
to 78,000 tons.

● Reduce the specific energy consumption at domestic 
production sites to 157 liters per ton; down 2.0% 
from the fiscal 2013 level.

● The specific energy consumption at domestic 
production sites increased by 1.8% from the fiscal 
2013 level, to 163 liters per ton.

● Reduce the specific energy consumption at domestic 
production sites to 160 liters per ton; down 2.0% 
from the fiscal 2014 level.

● Reduce the specific energy consumption for domestic 
shipping and transport operations by 1.0% from the fiscal 
2013 level, to 49.6 kiloliters per million ton-kilometer.

● The specific energy consumption for domestic shipping 
and transport operations reduced by 2.6% from the fiscal 
2013 level, to 48.8 kiloliters per million ton-kilometer.  

● Reduce the specific energy consumption for domestic 
shipping and transport operations by 1.0% from the fiscal 
2014 level, to 48.3 kiloliters per million ton-kilometer.

● Reduce the amount of industrial waste from domestic 
production sites to 6,800 tons; down 5.0% from the 
fiscal 2013 level

● Industrial waste emissions from our domestic 
production sites increased 3.6% from the fiscal 2013 
level, to 7,415 tons.

● Reduce the amount of industrial waste from domestic 
production sites to 7,044 tons; down 5.0% from the 
fiscal 2014 level.

 Achieved    Partially achieved    Not achieved
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Environmental Objectives for Fiscal 2014 Major Achievements in Fiscal 2014 Achieve-
ment Environmental Objectives for Fiscal 2015

Environm
ental Preservation,

W
ork Safety and Risk M

anagem
ent

● Reduce the water consumption of domestic 
production sites to 2.865 million m3; down 5.0% from 
the fiscal 2013 level.

● The water consumption of domestic production sites 
to 3.096 million m3; up 2.7% from the fiscal 2013 level.

● Reduce the water consumption of domestic 
production sites to 2.94 million m3; down 5.0% from 
the fiscal 2014 level.

● Advance the elimination of negative legacies such as 
soil and groundwater contamination and PCB waste.

● We asked the Japan Environmental Safety 
Corporation (JESCO) to dispose of our high-
concentration PCBs. We also disposed of waste 
containing tiny amounts of PCBs at the Fuji Factory 
and Moriyama Factory of TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd. and 
other locations.

 

● Advance the elimination of negative legacies such as 
soil and groundwater contamination and PCB waste.

● Carry out environmental and safety audits of domestic 
factories and affiliates and overseas affiliates.

● We carried out an environmental and safety audit of 
the Fuji Factory of TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd.

● We carried out an environmental and safety audit of 
a relocated factory in Indonesia.  

● Carry out environmental and safety audits of domestic 
factories and affiliates and overseas affiliates.

● Continue to hold environmental safety network 
meetings to carry out mutual audits between 
affiliates in Japan.

● We held environmental safety network meetings 
on three occasions over the course of the year 
and carried out mutual audits between plants and 
between affiliates.

 

● Continue to hold environmental safety network 
meetings to carry out mutual audits between 
affiliates in Japan.

● Enhance the activities of the Committee on 
Countermeasures against Static Electricity to develop 
key personnel and improve educational materials.

● We held meetings for the Committee on 
Countermeasures against Static Electricity on 
three occasions during the year, reviewed internal 
guidelines on static electricity and other areas, and 
improved educational materials.

 

● Enhance the activities of the Committee on 
Countermeasures against Static Electricity to develop 
key personnel, improve educational materials, and 
enhance education on static electricity in Japan and 
other countries.

Risk Com
m

unication

● Continue to publish Social and Environmental 
Reports, including third-party views and opinions.

● We published the Social and Environmental Report 
2014 in Japanese, English, and Chinese, with third-
party reviews and opinions from the Workers Club for 
Eco-Harmonic Renewable Society.

● We published the CSR Activities Report of 
Subsidiaries in China 2014, the first regional report 
on our CSR activities in the country, based on our 
unique CSR guidelines in China.

 

● Continue to publish the Social and Environmental 
Reports and CSR Activities Report of Subsidiaries  
in China.

● Implement risk communication at the Kawagoe 
Factory of TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd. and another factory.

● At the Kawagoe Factory, we undertook risk 
communication with neighboring community 
associations, governments, business corporations, 
and other entities.

● We did not undertake risk communication at  
other factories.

 

● Continue to communicate information on risks at 
Kawagoe Factory.

● Communicate information on risks at business 
establishments in Japan and other countries.

Legal Com
pliance and 

International Cooperation

● Continue compliance activities. ● For compliance audits, we checked our compliance 
with the Water Pollution Control Act and the 
Sewerage Act. We also conducted on-site checks at 
some of our business establishments.

● There were no environmental accidents needing 
emergency responses at our locations in Japan or 
other countries.

 

● Continue compliance activities.

● Encourage the acquisition of ISO 14001 certification 
by overseas production-related affiliates in an 
attempt to introduce an environmental management 
system to them.

● No overseas affiliate obtained ISO 14001 certification. ● Encourage the acquisition of ISO 14001 certification 
by overseas production-related affiliates in an 
attempt to introduce an environmental management 
system to them.

Preservation of Biodiversity

● Conduct ongoing environmental risk assessments 
using bioindicators compliant with the WET (Whole 
Effluent Toxicity) standards and work to minimize 
environmental risks with wastewater from factories.

● We continued our environmental risk assessment of 
wastewater from four factories.

● We studied how to reduce the impact of wastewater 
on the laboratory level.

 

● Conduct ongoing environmental risk assessments 
using bioindicators compliant with the WET 
standards and work to minimize environmental risks 
with wastewater from factories.

● Take action aimed at preserving biodiversity, 
including the protection of eco-systems in the vicinity 
of factories and plants and the active use of  
FSC-certified paper.

● TOYOCHEM SPECIALTY CHEMICAL SDN. BHD. 
procured palm oil for manufacturing palm oil ink from 
members of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil 
(RSPO). We also maintained the natural habitat of 
Liochem, INC.

● We used FSC-certified paper for the Social and 
Environmental Report 2014 and other documents.

 

● Take action aimed at preserving biodiversity, 
including the protection of eco-systems in the vicinity 
of factories and plants and the active use of  
FSC-certified paper.

* We did not review the items of the environmental objectives but selected only important items for this report.

 Achieved    Partially achieved    Not achieved
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The Toyo Ink Group uses raw materials, supplementary materials, water, energy, and other resources to manufacture products. 
This involves the generation of CO2, chemical substances, and waste, resulting in an environmental impact.
For our production process, we obtain a complete view and promote effective use of resources to reduce the environmental impact.

Reduction of Environmental Impact

The Environment

CO2 emissions from Scope 1 to Scope 3 (core operating companies of the Toyo Ink Group)

*3 The method of calculation for “Transportation and delivery (downstream)” in Scope 3
 We quoted values from periodical reports of the specified consigner in the Act on the Rational Use of Energy.
 For “waste generated from business operations,” “business trips,” and “employee commuting,” calculations were made in accordance with the General Guidelines on Supply Chain 

GHG Emission Accounting (Ver. 2.2) by the Ministry of the Environment. (Revised in March 2015).

In fiscal 2014, the volume of products produced at the 
three core operating companies of the Toyo Ink Group was 
180,060 tons. The input of resources such as raw materials, 
supplementary materials, and energy and output of CO2, 
chemicals, waste materials, and other materials are as shown 
in the table below.

Environmental Impact Mass Balance
In addition, based on our environmental impact in fiscal 

2014, we have calculated the emissions of greenhouse gases 
(CO2)*1 from Scope 1 to Scope 3. For Scope 3, we performed 
these calculations for a total of four categories: “waste 
generated from business operations,” “business trips,” 
“employee commuting,” and “transportation and delivery 
(downstream).”
*1 Values for CO2 emissions shown on this page were calculated in accordance with 

the calculation, reporting, and public announcement systems based on the Act on 
Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures.

The figures represent the results produced by the three 
core operating companies of the Toyo Ink Group in fiscal 
2014. Its four factories and three plants are responsible 
for nearly 92% of the total energy consumption of all 
manufacturing facilities in Japan.
*2 The chemicals described here refer to Class I designated 

chemical substances listed under the PRTR Act and 
substances designated by the Japan Chemical Industry 
Association.

Products 180,060 tons

■Ink
■Paints and varnish
■Resins
■Adhesives

■Coating materials
■Pigments
■Colorants
■Display materials

Core Operating 
Companies

( TOYO INK CO., LTD.,  
TOYOCHEM CO., LTD.,  

 TOYOCOLOR CO., LTD.)

4 factories and 3 plants

OUTPUTINPUT
Raw materials

Solvent 47,628 tons
Resin 47,177 tons
Pigment 29,560 tons
Other 112,243 tons
Total 236,608 tons
(amounts regarded 
as chemicals*2: 50,513 tons)

Supplementary materials

Drums 5,608 tons
Five-gallon drums 2,608 tons
Other metal containers 1,056 tons
Total 9,272 tons

Energy

Electricity 62.04 million kWh
Heavy fuel oil A 816 kℓ
Liquid petroleum gas 32 tons
Municipal gas 21.057 million m3

Water

Water supplied 170,000 m3

Industrial-use water 10,000 m3

Groundwater 2,830,000 m3

Total 3,010,000 m3

CO2

Volume of 
CO2 emissions 84,199 tons
(derived from energy sources) 

Chemicals*2

Chemicals 67.9 tons

Wastewater

Wastewater  2,720,000 m3

Environmental pollutant

SOx emissions  0.3 tons
NOx emissions  53.1 tons
Particulates  1.4 tons
COD emissions  83.6 tons

Waste material

Volume of waste 
material generated  13,417 tons

Volume of waste 
for landfill disposal  3 tons

Greenhouse gases (GHGs)

51,192 tons of CO2 34,360 tons of CO2 16,001 tons of CO2
Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3

*3

Direct emissions
• Heavy fuel oil A
• Municipal gas
• Liquid petroleum gas

Indirect emissions derived 
from energy
• Electricity

Other indirect emissions
• Waste generated from 
business operations

• Business trips
• Employee commuting
• Transportation and delivery 
(downstream)
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Trends in Energy Consumption and Specific Energy Consumption

Trends in CO2 Emissions

Water Supply Sources in Fiscal 2014 (10,000 m3)
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Core operating companies (4 factories and 3 plants)

Domestic affiliates

Trends in Water Consumption

Initiatives Taken in Japan

● Energy Consumption/CO2 Emissions
In fiscal 2014, the domestic energy consumption and CO2 
emissions of the Toyo Ink Group declined from the fiscal 
2013 level. The amount of CO2 emissions was down from the 
fiscal 2013 level, despite negative factors such as the 695-ton 
increase attributed to the start of self-manufacture of resins 
for inks. We reduced CO2 emissions by 920 tons through 
energy-saving measures such as shortening the equipment 
operating time and effectively utilizing steam drains. Specific 
energy consumption per production volume rose from the 
fiscal-2013 level. One of the factors for this increase was the 
greater energy input for the production of coated products, 
resulting in higher quality requirements. To offset this increase, 
we improved the efficiency of air-conditioning equipment.

In regards to the production of coated products, we 
will start operating a new plant in fiscal 2015. We are 
implementing energy-saving measures, such as the effective 
utilization of exhaust heat from the process of drying coating 
films, and air for the temperature control of the clean room.

● Water Consumption
The amount of water consumed at the domestic production 
sites of the Toyo Ink Group was 3,096,000 m3 in fiscal 2014. It 
increased by 80,000 m3, or 2.7%, from the fiscal 2013 level.

The Toyo Ink Group has been working for a long time to 
reduce water consumption through various measures, such as 
cyclic cooling and the use of underground water as cooling 
water before using it in the production process (reaction and 
cleaning). Moving forward, we will strengthen measures to 
reduce water consumption, such as the horizontal application 
of cases for cutt ing down on consumption through 
cooperation among bases and looking for ways to effectively 
use rainwater.

Environmental Impact in Fiscal 2014

■ Introduction of a Rooftop Sprinkling System  
at a Dangerous Goods Warehouse

Toyo Ink SC Holdings Co., Ltd. introduced a rooftop 
sprinkling system at the dangerous goods warehouse 
of the Saitama R&D Center (Sakado-shi, Saitama). Using 
the cooling effect of the evaporation of water sprinkled 
on the rooftop, the system reduces the thermal load on 
the roof and the heat that radiates from it. This system 
reduces the amount of energy consumed to cool the 
inside of the warehouse on hot days. It was actually 
confirmed that the temperature inside the warehouse, 
which was originally over 
37 degrees centigrade, was 
lowered by more than 10 
degrees centigrade, and fell 
even lower than the ambient 
temperature after water was 
sprinkled on the roof.

Roof sprinkling system at the 
dangerous goods warehouse

* The electricity emission factor has been worsening because nuclear power plants have 
been shut down since the Great East Japan Earthquake. To clarify our own efforts 
to reduce the CO2 emissions, the value for the emission factor has been fixed for 
objectives and achievements of CO2 emissions since fiscal 2012. This value was used 
for the report issued in fiscal 2011 pursuant to the Act on the Rational Use of Energy.
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The Environment

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 (FY)
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Trends in Chemical Emissions

Fiscal 2014 data on the names, emissions, and migrations of chemical substances 
designated as Class I for Toyo Ink Group’s factories and plants are available on the 
Social & Environmental Activities pages of our website.
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Trends in NOx Emissions

Trends in SOx Emissions

Trends in Particulate Emissions

Trends in COD

● Chemical Emissions
We calculated the emissions in fiscal 2014 of chemical substance 
designated as Class I and listed under the Act on Confirmation, 
etc. of Release Amounts of Specific Chemical Substances 
in the Environment and Promotion of Improvements to the 
Management Thereof (PRTR Act) and substances designated by 
the Japan Chemical Industry Association.

The amount of emissions in fiscal 2014 was 67.9 tons from 
the core operating companies (up 13.0% from the fiscal 2013 
level), 12.9 tons from domestic affiliates (down 13.4%), and 
154.5 tons from overseas affiliates (down 7.5%). The increase 
in chemical emissions from the core operating companies is 
attributed to the start of the self-manufacture of resins for inks, 
which resulted in a significant increase in the use of solvents. 
We will continue working to reduce the use of chemicals, 
cut the amount of chemicals generated by improving the 
production process, and enhance measures for degrading and 
removing the chemicals that have been generated.

● Emissions of Environmentally Hazardous Substances
The Toyo Ink Group strives to reduce the amount of air 
pollutants generated from boilers and other combustion 
equipment, such as nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulfur oxide (SOx), 
and particulates. Our initiatives taken in Japan for this purpose 
include fuel conversion, introduction of cogeneration facilities, 
and proper management of combustion conditions. Through 
these efforts, we were able to reduce the amount of NOx, 
Sox, and particulates generated from the fiscal 2013 level 
both, at the core operating companies and domestic affiliates. 
One factor behind this decrease is the change in fuel, 
switching from heavy oil to municipal gas at some locations. 
In regards to our overseas affiliates, with the exclusion 
of particulates, there was a decrease in the emissions of 
environmentally hazardous substances from the previous fiscal 
year’s level.

The chemical oxygen demand (COD) of wastewater, which 
causes water pollution, increased from the previous fiscal 
year’s level at the core operating companies and decreased at 
domestic and overseas affiliates. This increase was attributed 
to the rise in the level of COD concentration in effluent, which 
resulted from a change in production items, and increase in 
the amount of effluent. To address this issue, we have started 
studying ways to improve the operating efficiency of existing 
effluent treatment facilities and new treatment methods.
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Trends in the Volume of Waste Emissions and Final Disposal Volume

Trends in Industrial Waste Emissions

Overseas Initiatives

Initiatives Taken in Japan

● Volume of Waste Emissions and  
Final Disposal Volume

The Toyo Ink Group counts the volume of industrial waste, 
which is treated by contracted operators in Japan, valuables, 
and waste prior to intermediate treatment for internal reuse 
and other purposes as the volume of waste emissions in 
accordance with the Manual for Formulation of Industrial 
Waste Treatment Plans by Business with High-Level Emissions 
published by the Ministry of the Environment. We define the 
final disposal volume as the volume of waste prior to volume 
reduction, such as the incineration of waste for final disposal. 
We define zero emissions as the state in which the ratio of the 
final disposal volume to waste emissions, or the final disposal 
ratio, is 1% or less.

In fiscal 2014, the volume of waste emissions increased 
1.0% in Japan, and 1.6% overseas. The factors for the increase 
in Japan include the generation of difficult-to-treat effluent 
at existing effluent treatment facilities, which resulted in the 
need to outsource the effluent for treatment, and a change 
in production items. The increase at our overseas facilities is 
attributed to an increase in the production volume.

The final disposal volume at our domestic locations 
decreased from the fiscal 2013 level, and they achieved zero 
emissions again in fiscal 2014.

● Volume of Industrial Waste Emissions
The Toyo Ink Group encourages the recycling of waste and 
its reuse as a valuable resource and implements measures to 
reduce industrial waste emissions (waste for which we issue 
a manifest when consigning its treatment). In fiscal 2014, 
we aimed to reduce the industrial waste emitted from our 
domestic production sites by 5% from the fiscal 2013 level, to 
6,800 tons. However, we were unable to achieve this target, 
and emissions ultimately increased 3.6%, or by 258 tons, 
from the previous fiscal year’s level. The increase is attributed 
mainly to the outsourcing of treatment of difficult-to-treat 
effluent generated from existing effluent treatment facilities.

We will continue to enhance initiatives for reducing 
industrial waste emissions by encouraging the recycling of 
waste and studying emission reduction measures and effluent 
treatment methods.

● Environmental Impact on Distribution
The Toyo Ink Group works with Logi Co-Net Co., Ltd., an 
affiliate specializing in distribution, to make environmental 
improvements in the transport and delivery of products, 
materials, and other items. In fiscal 2014, the domestic 
transport volume of the core operating companies was 54.06 
million ton-kilometers (97.2% of the previous year’s level). 
Specific CO2 emissions stood at 6,867 tons of CO2  equivalent 
per ton, or 95.1% of the previous year’s level, and specific 
energy consumption was 48.8 kiloliters of crude oil equivalent 
per million ton-kilometers, or 97.4% of the level attained a 
year earlier. Moving forward, we will promote eco driving, 
improve the loading ratio by reviewing the transportation 
routes, and take other initiatives to reduce the number of 
vehicles we own, the number of charter services we use, and 
the amount of fuel we consume.

■ Measures for Reducing the Environmental 
Impact of our Operating Activities

The Kansai Branch Office of TOYO INK Co., Ltd. promotes 
the introduction of eco-friendly vehicles (hybrid vehicles) 
for use as commercial vehicles. The ratio of eco-friendly 
vehicles was 84.6% as of April 2015, compared to only 
10% in April 2014. In August 2014, a safety and eco 
driving workshop was held at the branch office to fully 
inform employees of the importance of eco driving and 
safe driving.

TOYO INK ARETS N.V. joined the Toyo Ink Group in 2013. 
It produces UV-cured inks, EB (electron beam)-cured inks, 
and other products at its plant in Belgium. In 2012, the 
company switched its entire power supply to green power, 
100% of which comes from renewable energy (with wind 
and solar power accounting for the majority). As a result, 
the company’s Scope 2 emissions have been 0 tons since 
2013. In addition, company products UV/EB-cured inks 
and varnish do not contain volatile organic chemicals (VOC) 
but are high in solid content. Compared to water-based 
or solvent-based inks, more than two times the amount 
of these inks can be transported, helping to reduce the 
environmental impact of transport.
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The Toyo Ink Group sets the share of sales of environmentally friendly products compared to the net total sales and eco-conscious efficiency index 
as the key performance indicators (KPIs) and uses them as performance indicators for environmental management.
The Toyo Ink Group quantitatively measures and discloses environmental costs and effects to ensure that its efforts to protect the environment are 
efficient and effective.

Environmentally Friendly Products, Eco-Conscious 
Efficiency Index/Environmental Accounting

The Environment

Environmental Costs

Category
Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

Investments Costs Investments Costs

Costs within business area 359 1,105 476 1,194 

Breakdown

Pollution prevention 59 566 73 628 
Global environmental 
protection 292 132 372 166 

Resource recycling 9 407 31 400 
Upstream and downstream costs 1 125 0 125 
Environmental management 5 458 2 435 
Research and development 257 4,098 289 3,587 

Breakdown
Product development 207 3,977 222 2,868 
Technology 
development 50 121 66 718 

Social activities 0 2 0 2 
Environmental damage 0 16 13 27 
Total 622 5,804 780 5,371 

Period: April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2015
Companies included: Core operating companies (TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd., 
TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd., and TOYO INK Co., Ltd.), major domestic production-related affiliates
* Total expenditures for research and development for the current term (consolidated): 7,340 million yen

Companies included: Core operating companies (TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd., TOYOCHEM 
Co., Ltd., and TOYO INK Co., Ltd.).

 The Mobara Plant and Okayama Plant were added in fiscal 2012 
due to a reorganization.

 In addition, two affiliates were added in fiscal 2014.

Trend in Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index
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Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index
Reference Value

Direct Quantitative Effects of Environmental Preservation (within business area)

Companies included: Core operating companies (TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd., 
TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd., and TOYO INK Co., Ltd.)
* Direct quantitative effects of environmental protection activities are calculated by comparing data for 

the year with data for the previous fiscal year, with adjustments for productions quantity.
* Index value = environmental burden for previous fiscal period × (production quantity for current fiscal 

period ÷ production quantity for previous fiscal period) – environmental burden for current fiscal period

Description
Index indicating the effect of environmental protection

Category Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014 Index value

Effects related to 
resources used in 
operations

Total energy used (crude-oil 
equivalent:×1,000 kℓ) 41.6 41.2 -0.2 

Volume of water resources used 
(×10,000 m3) 293.1 301.3 -12.5

Volume of PRTR- and JCIA-
designated chemicals handled 
(×1,000 tons)

51.5 50.5 0.2 

Effects related to 
environmental 
burden and waste 
from business 
activity emissions

CO2 emissions (×1,000 tons-CO2) 75.2 74.5 -0.4 
Emissions of PRTR- and JCIA-
designated substances (tons) 60.1 67.9 -8.7 

Total volume of wastewater 
(×10,000 m3) 260.9 271.8 -14.7

Volume of waste generated 
(×1,000 tons) 13.2 13.4 -0.4 

Volume of waste sent to landfills 
(tons) 3.8 3.4 0.4 

SOx emissions (tons) 1.9 0.3 1.6 
NOx emissions (tons) 53.8 53.1 -0.1 
Particulate emissions (tons) 1.5 1.4 0.1 
COD emissions (tons) 78.4 83.6 -6.4 

Category Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014
1. Sale of valuable resources 71 39 
2. Energy conservation 46 57 
3. Resource conservation 222 241 
4. Recycling of containers, etc. 16 10 
5. Reduction of waste-disposal costs 9 45 
Total environmental effects 365 392 
Environmental business 3,379 2,551 

Companies included: Core operating companies (TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd., 
TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd., and TOYO INK Co., Ltd.)
* Environmental business = net sales of environmentally friendly products × operating profit margin

The Toyo Ink Group has set standards for the individual life 
cycle stages of products, ranging from material procurement 
to disposal or recycling. Any product satisfying certain 
standards is registered as an environmentally friendly product.

In fiscal 2014, the sales of environmentally friendly 
products increased by 8.2% from the previous fiscal year 
because environmentally friendly products from two affiliates 
(Toyo-Morton, Ltd. and Toyo ADL Corp.) were added to those 
from the three core operating companies. The share of 
sales of environmentally friendly products compared to all 
other products declined by 0.5 percentage points to 54.3% 
(55.7% at the core operating companies and 41.8% at the 
two affiliates).

The Toyo Ink Group calculates the eco-conscious efficiency 
index by applying the following formula.

The environmental costs for fiscal 2014 declined to 433 
million yen from the fiscal 2013 level, while the amount of 
capital investment increased 158 million yen. Compared to 
the level of the previous fiscal year, the total economic effect 
increased 27 million yen, reflecting the positive effects of our 
energy-saving and resource-saving measures. Looking at the 
environmental business, the sales of environmentally friendly 

Environmentally Friendly Products

Eco-Conscious Efficiency Index

Environmental Accounting

products increased, but the value for the business decreased 
due to a decline in the operating profit margin.

Economic Effect (unit: ¥1 million)

(unit: ¥1 million)

* Both the index for sales of environmentally friendly products and the integrated 
environmental impact index are expressed in the form of index values with the base 
fiscal year 2000 level set at a value of 100.

Eco-conscious efficiency index  =
Index for sales of environmentally

friendly products
Integrated environmental impact index
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In accordance with our Basic Policy on Biodiversity, the Toyo Ink Group promotes business activities in consideration of biodiversity. 
We also offset the carbon footprint (CFP) of our products to cut CO2 emissions to zero, and conduct a life cycle assessment (LCA) in our efforts 
to develop products with a low environmental impact.

Biodiversity Initiatives/LCA (Life Cycle Assessment)

The Environment

The Basic Policy on Biodiversity is described on the Social & Environmental Activities 
pages of our website. Carbon Footprint at Individual Stages in the Life Cycle of the Report

LCA Results of Printing Inks (CO2 emissions only)
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● Basic Policy on Biodiversity
The Toyo Ink Group instituted its Basic Policy on Biodiversity 
in fiscal 2009. Our policy, which forms the basis for a wide 
variety of activities, clearly states that we will actively protect 
biodiversity as we engage in our business activities.

● Utilization of the WET Method
Since fiscal 2007, the Toyo Ink Group has been assessing 
the environmental impact of the effluent discharged from 
its factories by applying the WET method, an effluent 
management method using real aquatic organisms, in 
conjunction with the National Institute for Environmental 
Studies. In this method, the effluent is diluted into several 
different concentration levels, and its environmental impact 
on aquatic organisms is checked quantitatively by exposing 
test organisms (bacteria, algae, crustaceans and zebrafish) to 
each concentration of effluent. In fiscal 2014, we conducted 
laboratory studies of methods for reducing the impact 
of effluent that can be applied at actual factories. Using 
the knowledge we obtain, we are improving the effluent 
treatment process for reducing the impact on living organisms 
in our efforts to preserve the biodiversity.

● Educational Activities Aimed at  
Raising Awareness of Biodiversity

The Toyo Ink Group discloses its biodiversity initiatives both 
internally and externally via the Social & Environmental 
Report, Corporate Profile, and other documents. We also 
explained the WET method mechanism at Eco-Products, an 
environmental exhibition, and in a special biodiversity issue of 
Ecochil, an information magazine whose copies are distributed 
to elementary schools in Tokyo.

● Check Dam Installation (Reforestation)
TOYO INK (THAILAND) Co., Ltd. engages in reforestation 
activities named the “Check dam installation,” in which 
water f lows from mountains 
are weakened by using rocks 
in cooperation with the Royal 
Thai Army. These activities help 
to expand the watershed area, 
which allow trees to thrive and 
help preserve and restore the 
ecosystem of the land.

Biodiversity Initiatives

Check dam installation

Carbon Footprint (CFP) and Life Cycle 
Assessment Initiatives

● CFP and Carbon Offset
The Toyo Ink Group offsets carbon by calculating CO2 

emissions for the entire life cycle of the Social & Environmental 
Report and rice ink.

● Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
The Toyo Ink Group conducts LCAs of environmentally friendly 
inks and other products together with Tokyo City University. 
In fiscal 2014, we assessed soybean oil ink, rice ink, and palm 
oil ink and found that rice ink has the smallest environmental 
impact. This is attributed mainly to the fact that rice ink uses 
a lot of recycled vegetable oil and rice bran that is discarded 
when rice is polished. We will continue to promote the 
development of products with a smaller environmental impact 
by making use of the LCA results.

*1 Quantity of greenhouse gases converted into CO2 equivalents

Carbon Footprint: 540 g-CO2e per copy

Procurement of Materials
Proofreading Paper/CTP Plates/Printing Paper/Inks/Dampening Water/Bookbinding Materials/Packaging Materials

427 g-CO2e*1

Disposal and Recycling
Incineration/Recycling

11 g-CO2e

Use and Maintenance
Use (i.e., reading)

0 g-CO2e

Distribution
Materials for Transport  Head Office/Plants and Branches/Exhibitions and Other Events/General Readers  Proper Treatment of Waste

48 g-CO2e

Production
DTP/Plate/Printing/Cutting and Bookbinding/Packaging  Proper Treatment of Waste

54 g-CO2e
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The Toyo Ink Group is committed to contributing to society through its core business. At the same time, we are continuing our activities 
in local communities with an awareness of the roles we should play as a good corporate citizen and a member of society.
We also disclose the achievements of our environmental and safety activities through various communication initiatives.

As a Member of Society

Community Involvement and Development

1. Contribution to society through business
The Toyo Ink Group will contribute to society through business and active participation in social 
activities based on an awareness of the role of a good corporate citizen and member of society.

2. Development of corporate culture that values social contribution activities
To develop a corporate culture that values social contribution activities, the Toyo Ink Group 
will engage in support activities based on its expertise cultivated through business, and 
actively encourage and support employees’ voluntary activities.

Basic Philosophy of Social Contribution Activities

Trends in the Number of Overseas Employees (National Staff Members)

Fiscal Yaer 2012 2013 2014

Number of national staff members 4,219 4,524 4,686

Percentage of national staff members 57.7 58.1 59.2

Original image

Method in which the 
hue of the relevant 

part is altered

Vision of people with 
color vision deficiency 
(pattern is hard to see)

Method with which 
dithering is applied for 

the original image

Vision of people with 
color vision deficiency 

(pattern is visible)

Vision of people with 
color vision deficiency 

(pattern is visible)

Under the concept of global coexistence, we contribute to 
the development of local communities by taking initiatives 
such as job creation in local areas of each country where we 
operate and through our business of printing and packaging 
products that meet local needs. We also contribute to the 
enrichment of life and culture in various countries and regions 
around the world though activities including improvement 
of production, quality, the environment and safety, measures 
for ensuring compliance, thorough risk management, and 
aggressive efforts to develop human resources at each base.

Our overseas sales ratio has been on the rise for all 
businesses. National staff members currently account for 
about 59% of all the employees of the Group.

● Risk Communication Activities
TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd.’s Kawagoe Factory has been conducting 
risk communication programs since fiscal 2003. On February 
10, 2015, we held the 11th risk communication session by 
inviting representatives from six local community associations, 
businesses from surrounding areas, the Environmental 
Development Division of the Saitama Prefectural Government, 
and the Environmental Protection Section of the Kawagoe 
City Government. This event included explanations of the 
initiatives taken at the Kawagoe Factory, including measures 
for preventing air pollution and global warming, and activities 
for effluent management, and a factory tour.

In a session for the exchange of opinions, we received 
comments from the participants such as “We feel safer than 
before” and “I would 
l ike you to continue 
these initiatives.” The 
prefectural government 
g a v e  u s  w o r d s  o f 
encouragement, saying 
that “We respect your 
continuous activities for 
communicating with 
local residents.”

● Color Universal Design Support Tool
TOYO INK Co., Ltd. developed a new “dithering” function to 
ensure that color combinations, such as those used in images 
on packaging or display materials, support color universal 
design (CUD) without visibly altering the coloration. The 
development of this function was part of a joint industrial-
academic project. We commenced distribution of UDing™ 
Dither software in June 2014 as an addition to the series of 
our CUD support tools.

The newly developed “dithering” function provides 
support for images with CUD because it presents the same 
visible coloration as the original image, while emphasizing the 
differences in brightness between colors that make it easier 
for people with color vision deficiency to perceive the pattern.

The Toyo Ink Group’s basic principle for coexisting with society 
is “to fulfill our social responsibility by understanding the 
basic ways of thinking of citizens, making much of the points 
of view of consumers, and considering the impact and effect 
of the actions of each one of us on society.” Based on this 
principle, we have created our Business Conduct Guidelines 
to show specifically how each of us should act, and have 
provided a copy of the Guidelines to each of our employees.

● Global production support
In our printing ink business, we have been moving forward 
with the construction of large-scale plants in emerging 
countries such as Brazil and India ovegr the last few years. 
At the Saitama Factory, we accept trainees from different 
regions around the world, and provide support for the launch 
of new plants as well as productivity improvement and quality 
control at existing facilities. The support we provided for our 
overseas bases in terms of the total number of days was 462 
days in fiscal 2013 and 787 days in fiscal 2014, respectively. 
A wide range of supporters, from the heads of departments 
to people in charge, show the world the capabilities of our 
printing inks through their work at local plants.

Global Expansion Activities in Fiscal 2014

Our Concept of Social Contribution Activities

The factory tour
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Comments from a student
This program helped to remind me about how hard it is to work. 
I found that the workers of a factory engage in a variety of 
segregated tasks, such as research and inspections. It was a very 
good experience that made me want to work in a factory in the 
future. The thing that surprised me most was the teamwork I saw in 
the work fields. I want to practice cooperating with others at school 
to get things done efficiently, which I learned in the program.

Overseas Initiatives

Nursing students participating in an 
internship program

Donations for Children’s Day
The vegetables sold at “TIG PLUS SHOP” “TIG PLUS SHOP”

● Cooperation with the “3days Challenge”
The Saitama Plant of Toyo-Morton, Ltd. cooperates with 
the “3days Challenge,” special classes providing hands-on 
experience in the real world that are offered to local junior 
high school students. In fiscal 2014, the plant accepted a 
request from Namegawa Junior High School run by the 
government of Namegawa Town. Three second-year students 
from the school visited the plant and enjoyed a three-day 
hands-on experience from 
July 14 to 16. The students 
learned about the details, 
precautions, and rules of 
dif ferent tasks, and then 
p e r f o r m e d  t h e s e  t a s k s 
under the instruction of the 
employees in charge.

● Participation in a Local Community Association
The Jujo Center of TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. 
participates in the Kaga Gouyon Jichikai, the local community 
association of Kaga where the center is located. This 
association was set up by companies and residents in 1948, 
the year in which the Jujo area was transformed from an 
industrial area to a residential area. As a corporate member 
of the association, we now share and exchange disaster 
prevention information at a subcommittee that addresses 
disaster prevention and other issues.

We have also been a member of the Kaga Machizukuri 
Kyogikai, a council that discusses and offers suggestions on 
local town development, for more than 20 years.

● Support for the Town Development of  
Tono-shi, Iwate, through Trade Promotion

TOYO SC TRADING Co., Ltd. participates in activities that 
aim to lay the foundation for the future of Tono-shi, Iwate. 
The activities seek to facilitate innovative town development 
through collaboration between private enterprises and the 
local government. The Tono Mirai Zukuri College operated by 
Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. serves as the platform for the activities.

As for activities that take advantage of our trading 
company functions, we support international trade between 
Tono and Salerno in Italy, which is the sister city of Tono. This 
support helps to promote industry in the two cities.

● Activating Communications with Local Communities 
through Local Agricultural Products

TOYO B-Net Co., Ltd. provides and sells safe, reliable, fresh 
vegetables from local producers from areas related to the 
Toyo Ink Group and people who used to work for the 
company. The vegetables are sold at its company cafeteria, 
internal shop named “TIG PLUS SHOP,” and other locations. 
The vegetables are growing more popular, with an increasing 
number of employees who buy them every week. We will 
continue to provide agricultural products which improve 
employees’ health while continuing local consumption of 
local products to activate communication with local people.

● Support for Typhoon Victims in the Philippines
TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. made a donation via the 
Japanese Red Cross Society to provide help for victims of the 
typhoon that hit the central Philippines in November 2013 and 
support the reconstruction of areas affected by the disaster. 
In 2014, we were commended by the Japanese Red Cross 
Society and other organizations for the donation we made.

Students in the “Three-Day Challenge” 
program

■ TOYO-ARETS INTERNATIONAL N.V.

We donate stationery with the old company name 
(including envelops and cardboard boxes) to local schools.

■ TOYO INK INDIA PVT. LTD.

We improved the flowerbeds 
in front of the Delhi Plant. 
We water the flowers and 
manage the flowerbeds to 
prevent the headlights of 
oncoming vehicles from dazing 
drivers and causing accidents.

Our overseas affiliates also engage in various social 
contribution activities.

■ TOYO INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD.
● Acceptance of nursing students for medium- and long-

term internship programs and for factory tours
● Donations of stationery and sports goods for Children’s 

Day in Thailand (Wan Dek)

A flowerbed in front of the plant
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● Exhibition at Eco-Products 2014
The Toyo Ink Group 
par t i c ipates  in  Eco -
Products every year. 
I n  f i s c a l  2 014 ,  w e 
introduced products 
related to solar cells and 
packaging, and exhibited 
a  d io rama  show ing 
initiatives taken at our 
plants and factories.

● Exhibition at the “Try It Out with Kids 
Environmental Festival (Kodomo to Tamesu 
Kankyo Matsuri)” at Chuo-ku, Tokyo

On October 11, 2014, TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. 
exhibited at the 11th “Try Out It with the Kids Environmental 
Festival (Kodomo to Tamesu Kankyo Matsuri)” hosted by the 
Chuo-ku Kankyo Hozen Network (environmental preservation 
network of Chuo-ku). We conducted various activities at the 
event, such as an exhibition of the water fleas we use for the 
WET Method and a workshop on how to make rulers.

● Acceptance of an MFCA Survey
We agreed to take part in a survey conducted by Professor 
Tomoaki Sonoda’s Seminar of the Faculty of Business and 
Commerce of Keio University. Students in this seminar study the 
continuity and expandability of material flow cost accounting 
(MFCA) of companies. We agreed to give them a tour around the 
Kawagoe Factory of TOYOCHEM Co., Ltd., where they performed 
their calculations. The results of the survey were published in Mita-
sai Kenkyu Ronbun, an internal collection of university papers.

● Participation in the Activities for  
“Rubbish-Free” Lake Biwa

The prefectural government of Shiga has designated May 
30 as a day for clean-up activities to raise awareness of the 
importance of keeping the environment clean and preventing 
illegal dumping. Clean-up activities are carried out in all areas 
of the prefecture on this 
day. Employees working 
at the Moriyama Factory 
of TOYOCOLOR Co., Ltd., 
which is located near 
Lake Biwa, lent a hand 
by helping to clean up 
the lakeside.

● Response to CDP’s Survey
CDP is a non-profit organization in which institutional 
investors work together and ask companies to disclose their 
strategies, risks, and specific activities (performance) related 
to climate change, water, forest resources, and other issues. 
CDP takes the information it receives and then analyzes 
and assesses it. TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. is one 
of the 500 subject companies in Japan (Japan 500), and it 
responded to CDP’s request. In addition, TOYO INK ARETS 
N.V. was ranked on the CDP Supplier Climate Performance 
Leadership Index (SCPLI) 2014.

● Publication of a Regional Version of  
the Report for China

In fiscal 2014, we published the CSR Activities Report of 
Subsidiaries in China 2014, the first regional 
report on our CSR activities in the country. 
Based on unique CSR guidelines for China 
(Research Center for Corporate Social 
Responsibility, the Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences), this report shows various 
initiatives related to responsible control, 
market responsibility, social responsibility, and 
environmental responsibility, with a focus on 
the CSR activities of our affiliates in China.

● Dialogs Based on Reports
We participate in dialog sessions with university students, hosted 
by the Network for Sustainability Communication (NSC). We have 
participated in each session since the first was held in fiscal 2008. 
In fiscal 2014, we explained our CSR activities to undergraduate 
and graduate students from Yokohama National University, 
Meiji University, and Chuo University who are studying the 
environmental reporting of corporations and other subjects. This 
was followed by a Q&A session.  

In March 2015, we held a 
reading session on our Social & 
Environmental Report for the 
employees of the Toyo Ink Group. 
In this session, we held group 
discussions in which we compared 
our report with those of other 
companies, identifying points in 
our report that were good and 
those in need of improvement. The 
comments given in these dialogs 
were reflected in the production of 
our fiscal 2015 report.

Community Involvement and Development

Jury Comments
The company has defined three new business domains to help 
it achieve its goal of transforming into a science company. In 
regards to the environment, the company clearly defines the 
business domain for Sustainabilit y Science, devises creative 
measures concerning the eco-consciousness index, and checks its 
CO2 emissions up to Scope 3. It has introduced LCA for product 
development and issues reports on initiatives, including those that 
use non-fossil raw materials. It is believed that these reports will 
provide the company with a better communication tool in which it 
sets long-term objectives based on the concept of calling attention 
to the achievements of its initiatives.

Social & Environmental Report 
reading session

Dialog with university students

CSR Activities Report of 
Subsidiaries in China 2014

Activities for making Lake Biwa garbage free

The Toyo Ink Group booth at Eco-Products 2014

● Annual Publication of the Social and 
Environmental Report

The Toyo Ink Group has published the Social and Environmental 
Report every year since 1999. This report is now publicized 
not only in Japanese but also in English and Chinese, and 
copies are distributed to employees, customers, governments, 
and other parties, including those outside Japan. Our Social 
and Environmental Report 2014 received an excellence 
award for environmental reporting in the Environmental 
Communication Awards 2014.

Environmental Communication
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Hiromitsu Kumetani, President (center)
Tamio Yamaguchi, Vice President (right)

Kojiro Tanaka, Vice President (left)
Workers Club for Eco-Harmonic Renewable Society

From continuous improvements to dramatic 
improvements

We believe that exchanging opinions in the process of creating the 
report is essential for incorporating third party views and opinions. 
This time we once again exchanged opinions when the first 
draft was completed, and seriously examined our comments and 
reflected them in this report. This is one particular point about the 
report that we rate highly.

A report must reflect changes in social circumstances and 
respond to demands of society that result from these changes. For 
this reason, a company that publishes a report must ensure the 
“continuous improvement of the report” by always lending an ear 
to public opinion in Japan and other countries.

This year’s report comes with an increased number of pages 
related to human rights and labor practices. The Toyo Ink Group 
has also started to publish a regional report on its CSR activities 
in China. This year’s report also includes descriptions based on 
“Japan’s Stewardship Code” (February 2014) as the principles for 
“responsible institutional investors,” the Corporate Governance 
Code (March 2015), and other principles. We highly rate these 
points as examples of continuous improvement that is made in 
response to the previously mentioned demands of society.

In regards to the “true global science company” mentioned in 
the Message from the President, many reports use the expression 
“true globalization,” but it is often unclear what they actually 
mean by “true.” This report does not clearly define the meaning 
of “true global science company,” but describes some related 
activities such as “Considerations for Local Religions,” “Training 
Overseas Employees,” and “Employee Trips and Dinner Parties.”

Descriptions such as “Strengthening activities from the 
viewpoint of the seven Core Subjects of ISO 26000” as the CSR 
Generalization Committee Policy and “the CSR Generalization 
Committee has set Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to reflect 
ISO 26000 in its Action Plan ” demonstrate that the Toyo Ink 
Group places emphasis on ISO 26000.

On the other hand, the table showing the “Relationship 
between our CSR action policies and Core Subjects and issues of 
ISO 26000” may mistakenly cause people to think that “Compliance 
Activities,” “Risk Management Activities,” “Environmental and 
Safety Activities,” and “Social Contribution Activities” are the 
pillars of the Toyo Ink Group’s CSR activities. We feel this is a bit 
strange because if we look at the basis of CSR, compliance with 
laws and regulations is an obligation that is outside the concept 
of CSR, and social contribution is not something that can form a 
pillar of CSR. According to ISO 26000, “The essential characteristic 
of social responsibility is the willingness of an organization to 
incorporate social and environmental considerations in its decision 
making and be accountable for the impacts of its decisions and 

Counting from the first Environmental Report we publicized in 1999, this 
year’s report is the 17th issue. Seeking to inform the public about the CSR 
activities of the entire Toyo Ink Group, this report was created by putting 
together a Social and Environmental Report Production Team involving 
central operating companies within the CSR Generalization Committee, 
and by collecting a wide range of information from our overseas affiliates.

We established our CSR Charter and CSR Action Guidelines in 
April 2005, and engaged in CSR activities under the CSR Generalization 
Committee, which is under the direct control of the top management. In 
October 2005, we issued the CSR Guidebook and distributed copies to all 
employees, including part-time employees and dispatched employees. We 
have continued to take initiatives that will foster a shared awareness of CSR 
among all employees. In addition, in recent years we have engaged in CSR 
activities that are consistent with the ISO 26000 international standards 
for social responsibility, organized them based on the Core Subjects of 
ISO 26000, and set KPIs to improve them.

Today, the appropriateness of corporate activities and the disclosure of 

information in a convincing manner are more important in society than ever 
before. We are aware of the need to further improve transparency, two-
way communication, and the exchange of information between companies 
and society. 

Next fiscal year will be the final year of the Toyo Ink Group’s SCC-III 
medium-term management plan. We are aiming to achieve a significant 
transformation into a science company. In the course of this transformation, 
we will further enhance our CSR activities so that they will resonate with 
people and earn their trust.

We position this Social & Environmental Report as 
an important tool for disclosing information about the 
Toyo Ink Group’s CSR activities. We are determined 
to improve the report further by referring to opinions 
from readers, such as the Workers Club for Eco-
Harmonic Renewable Society, enhancing its content, 
and improving their quality further.

activities on society and the environment.” It also says “philanthropy 
(in this context understood as giving to charitable causes) can have 
a positive impact on society. However, it should not be used by an 
organization as a substitute for integrating social responsibility into 
the organization” and “social responsibility should not be treated 
only as a form of risk management.” 

We believe that the Toyo Ink Group needs to define and 
systematize its CSR once again. The report demonstrates that 
the Group places emphasis on the ISO 26000, but leaves the 
impression that the Group lacks understanding of organizational 
governance and the 36 issues. We ask for the Group to fully 
consider the “explanations of the issues” and “related actions 
and expectations,” and present a CSR system that reflects the 
distinctive characteristics of the Toyo Ink Group by considering 
its operations, level of its globalization, and its management 
resources. 

There are various problems regarding KPIs, such as the fact 
that the “percentage of major limited-source materials which were 
replaced or procured from dual sources” is one of the KPIs for fair 
operating practices (matters related to ethical activities in having 
trades), while ones on work hours, and mental health and family 
care, which are social issues, are not included in KPIs for labor 
practices. As we mentioned in the last year’s third party views and 
opinions, the criteria applied for selecting the KPIs and the process 
of the selection need to be made transparent and objective. We 
recommend holding dialog sessions that involve third parties when 
selecting the indicators.

Starting with the publication of ISO 26000 in 2010, we 
have seen domestic and overseas norms, which influence the 
way companies disclose their information, established in rapid 
succession. These include an EU directive on the non-financial 
reporting by companies, Version 4 of the GRI Guidelines, the 
integrated reporting framework of the International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC), and the Corporate Governance Code. To 
comply with these norms, the Toyo Ink Group must make “dramatic 
improvements” instead of the “continuous improvements” it has 
been made. We hope that the Group will examine its report based 
on these norms, carefully analyze the details, and establish an 
information disclosure strategy for the coming three to five years.

Comments on the publication of the Social & Environmental Report 2015 Shuji Miyazaki
Chairman of the CSR Generalization Committee, Managing Director

Third Party Views and Opinions

The Workers Club for Eco-Harmonic Renewable Society
The Workers Club for Eco-Harmonic Renewable Society is a citizens’ group with specific 
non-profit corporation status that studies methods of creating a renewable society in 
harmony with natural eco-systems from a global perspective for future generations. It is 
committed to research into, support for and participation in local citizen-, business- and 
government-led initiatives aimed at creating a renewable society. It studies what CSR 
should be like, and makes recommendations through CSR Workshop.
Website: http://www.nord-ise.com/junkan/
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Trends in Major Management Indicators, etc. (Consolidated)

*1 Consumption tax and other taxes are not included in net sales.
*2 Values for diluted net income per share are not shown above because no dilutive shares exist.
*3 Income and expenses related to real estate leasing, etc. used to be posted as non-operating income and non-operating expenses, respectively. Starting from the 174th Term, they have 

been included in net sales and the cost of sales, respectively. This change in posting has been applied retroactively to net sales for the 173rd Term.

Term The 173rd Term The 174th Term The 175th Term The 176th Term The 177th Term

Account closing month and year March 2011 March 2012 March 2013 March 2014 March 2015

Net sales (million yen) 245,958 245,337 248,689 279,557 286,684

Recurring income (million yen) 19,002 13,445 18,468 20,553 19,411

Net income (million yen) 11,517 7,238 8,714 12,260 13,304

Comprehensive income (million yen) 6,551 4,902 18,169 30,351 32,605

Net assets (million yen) 146,034 146,913 161,322 186,608 213,756

Total assets (million yen) 274,797 283,144 299,571 336,601 364,262

Net assets per share (yen) 476.26 479.71 525.62 606.39 694.62

Net income per share (yen) 38.60 24.26 29.20 41.09 44.60

Diluted net income per share (yen) — — — — —

Net worth ratio (%) 51.7 50.6 52.4 53.7 56.9

Return on equity capital (%) 8.2 5.1 5.8 7.3 6.9

Price earnings ratio (times) 11.0 14.1 15.1 10.1 12.6

Cash flows from operating activities (million yen) 22,859 18,453 17,460 17,603 25,702

Cash flows from investing activities (million yen) -12,376 -10,354 -14,363 -13,249 -6,198

Cash flows from financing activities (million yen) -4,179 -1,880 -1,465 -7,305 -13,585

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year (million yen) 26,732 32,644 35,333 34,723 42,546

Financial/Stock Information

Summary of Results, etc. (Management Activities, etc. under the Fiscal 2014 Policies)

The Toyo Ink Group conducted business activities in line with its FY2014 Group Management Policy to “create innovations with 
strategic thinking at every opportunity”, “meet planned costs with a tightly-knit global network” and “enhance value through the 
effective utilization and review of management resources.”

● Create innovations with strategic thinking at every opportunity.
We developed and expanded sales of LCD and touchscreen peripheral materials, electromagnetic shielding films for smartphones, and 
flexographic inks for packaging that can be used for retort applications. We also increased sales of UV inks by establishing global SCM. 
We held a private exhibition in February 2015, featuring products we had developed, and announced new products: non-VOC sheet-fed 
offset inks and acrylic emulsion adhesives for health care. In addition to the above, we stepped up our efforts for the reinforcement of the 
global network, which included the launch of new production bases in Brazil, in Gujarat, India, and in Sichuan, China, the enhancement of 
production facilities in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, and the reorganization of operation bases in Taiwan, as well as the establishment 
of a new company in Turkey as a commercial hub straddling both Europe and Asia.

● Meet planned costs with a tightly-knit global network.
We sought to improve the ratio of operating profit to sales by simultaneously maintaining product performance and facilitating cost 
reductions through model integration and production method review, while, as a step to strengthen the base for sustainable growth, 
promoting measures to establish the network for raw material procurement and promoting a local production for local consumption model.

● Enhance value through the effective utilization and review of management resources.
We took steps to improve the infrastructure enabling the rapid execution of management by continuing to create a system for obtaining the 
business information of overseas bases in a timely manner and managing chemical substances on a global scale. We also moved ahead with 
efforts for efficient capital spending such as the reduction of working capital and the reinforcement of investment control, and succeeded in 
improving cash flows and reducing interest-bearing liabilities.

As a result of these activities, sales in the consolidated fiscal year under review stood at 286,684 million yen (up 2.5% year on year), while 
profits declined with operating income of 18,210 million yen (down 7.7% year on year) and recurring income of 19,411 million yen (down 
5.6% year on year). However, net income climbed to 13,304 million yen (up 8.5% year on year).
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Full-Year Consolidated Earnings Forecasts for the Fiscal Year Ending March 2016 (April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016)

Summary of Consolidated Financial Statements (The values are rounded to the nearest 100 million yen.)

Summary of Consolidated Balance Sheets Interest-bearing debt

Net sales Operating income Recurring income Net income Net income per share

Million yen % Million yen % Million yen % Million yen % Yen

300,000 4.6 20,000 9.8 20,500 5.3 12,000 -9.8 40.22

Items As of March 
13, 2014

As of March 
13, 2015

Current assets 1,766 1,877

Fixed assets 1,600 1,765

Total assets 3,366 3,643

Current liabilities 1,016 907

Long-term liabilities 484 598

Total liabilities 1,500 1,505

Common stock 317 317

Capital surplus 329 329

Retained earnings 1,092 1,174

Treasury stock, at cost -18 -18

Valuation difference on available-for-sale securities 61 134

Foreign currency translation adjustments 39 109

Minority interests 57 65

Total net assets 1,866 2,138

Total of liabilities and net assets 3,366 3,643

Items Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

Net sales 2,796 2,867

Cost of sales 2,154 2,229

Selling, general and administrative expenses 444 455

Operating income 197 182

Non-operating income 23 27

Non-operating expenses 14 15

Recurring income 206 194

Extraordinary profit 2 69

Extraordinary loss 4 49

Income before income taxes and minority interests 204 214

Income taxes, current 68 60

Income taxes, deferred 10 17

Minority interests 4 5

Net income 123 133

669676
711

744

End of fiscal 2011 End of fiscal 2012 End of fiscal 20130

400

600

800

1,000
(100 million

yen)

End of fiscal 2014

Items Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014

Cash flows from operating activities 176 257

Income before income taxes and minority interests 204 214

Depreciation, amortization, and other non-asset 
income and loss 95 134

Net increase (decrease) in operating assets and liabilities -28 7

Other adjustment items -95 -98

Cash flows from investing activities -132 -62

Purchases of property, plant and equipment -121 -130

Purchase of shares of subsidiaries -12 68

Income and expenses resulting from sales and 
purchases of short-term and long-term investment 
securities and others

— —

Cash flows from financing activities -73 -136

Net increase (decrease) in the amount of loans payable -34 -91

Dividends paid, etc. -39 -45

Foreign currency translation adjustments on cash 
and cash equivalents 23 19

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents -6 78

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period 353 347

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period 347 425

(% indication is the anti-first term)

(as of May 15, 2015)

(100 million yen)

Summary of Consolidated Statements of Income
(100 million yen)

Summary of Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
(100 million yen)
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Ranking Company name Number of shares held (thousand shares) Ratio of voting rights

1 Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. 68,234 22.96%

2 Sakata Inx Corp. 14,595 4.91%

3 The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account) 9,880 3.33%

4 National Mutual Insurance Federation of Agricultural Cooperatives 8,927 3.00%

5 Nippon Shokubai Co., Ltd. 8,306 2.80%

6 Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account) 7,747 2.61%

7 State Street Bank and Trust Company 505223 6,254 2.10%

8 Employees’ Stock Club 6,152 2.07%

9 The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. 5,366 1.81%

10 Mizuho Bank, Ltd. 5,365 1.81%

14,343
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■ Stock Information (as of March 31, 2015)

Total number of authorized shares: 800,000,000 shares

Number of outstanding shares: 303,108,724 shares

Number of shareholders: 10,719

Listed on: First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange

Shareholder Composition

Type

Status of stock (Trading unit: 1,000 shares)

Fractional 
shares

Governments 
and local 

municipalities

Financial 
institutions

Securities 
companies

Other 
judicial 
persons

Foreign investors and 
others Individuals 

and others Total
Non-

individuals Individuals

Number of shareholders – 54 31 190 184 3 10,257 10,719 –

Number of shares owned by them (units) – 69,929 2,250 115,233 62,009 5 52,490 301,916 1,192,724

Percentage of shares owned by them – 23.16 0.74 38.17 20.54 0.00 17.39 100.00 –

*1 Concerning shares in the name of the Japan Securities Depository Center, six units of such shares are included in those owned by other judicial persons.
*2 Concerning the 4,785,989 shares of treasury stock, 4,785 units are included in those owned by individuals and others and 989 shares are included in fractional shares.

Major Shareholders

Trends in Stock Price (Tokyo Stock Exchange)
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Toyo Ink Group Network

Japan

China and East Asia

North, Central, and South America Asia and Oceania

Europe

(as of April 1, 2015)   ★ indicates ISO 14001 certification

●: Manufacturing     ◆: Sales     ■: Research and Development     ▲: Other (Company with a specific function)

 TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
 ■ Material Science Laboratory

 ■ Innovation Laboratory

★ ■ Polymer Design Laboratory

 ■ Analysis Technology Laboratory

 ■ Process Innovation Research Laboratory

 TOYOCOLOR CO., LTD.
★ ● Fuji Factory

★ ● Moriyama Factory

★ ● Mobara Plant

★ ● Okayama Plant

★ ● Kawagoe Branch Office

 TOYOCHEM CO., LTD.
★ ● Kawagoe Factory

★ ● Seishin Plant

 TOYO INK CO., LTD.
★ ◆ Chubu Branch Office

★ ◆ Kansai Branch Office

★ ● Saitama Factory

 Affiliates 
 ◆ TOYO INK HOKKAIDO CO., LTD.

★ ◆ TOYO INK TOHOKU CO., LTD.

 ◆ TOYO INK CHUSHIKOKU CO., LTD.

 ◆ TOYO INK KYUSHU CO., LTD.

 ▲ ga city Corporation

★ ● TOYO ADL CORPORATION

 ▲ TOYO INK ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

 ◆ TOYO INK GRAPHICS CO., LTD.

 ◆ TOYO INK GRAPHICS NISHINIHON CO., LTD.

 ◆ TOYO SC TRADING CO., LTD.

★ ● TOYO FPP CO., LTD.

★ ▲ TOYO COLORTECH CO., LTD.

 ▲ TOYO B-Net CO., LTD.

 ▲ TOYO MANAGEMENT SERVICE CO., LTD.

★ ● Toyo-Morton, Ltd.

★ ● MATSUI CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

 ▲ LOGI CO-NET CORP.

★ ● NIPPON POLYMER IND. CO., LTD.

 TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.  
(Branch Office in China) – China

★ TIANJIN TOYO INK CO., LTD. – China

 SHANGHAI TOYO INK CO., LTD. – China

★ SHANGHAI TOYO INK MFG. CO., LTD. – China

 TOYO ADHESIVE SHEET PROCESSING  
(TIANJIN) CO., LTD. – China

 TOYO INK ASIA LTD. – China

 SHENZHEN TOYO INK CO., LTD. – China

★ JIANGMEN TOYO INK CO., LTD. – China

 ZHUHAI TOYOCHEM CO., LTD. – China

★ ZHUHAI SUMIKA POLYMER  
COMPOUNDS CO., LTD. – China

 JIANGSU TOYO YABANG PIGMENT CO., LTD. – China

 CHENGDU TOYO INK CO., LTD. – China

 SICHUAN TOYO INK MFG. CO., LTD. – China

★ TOYO ADVANCED SCIENCE TAIWAN CO., LTD. – Taiwan

 TOYO INK KOREA CO., LTD. – Rep. of Korea

 HANIL TOYO CO., LTD. – Rep. of Korea

★ SAM YOUNG INK & PAINT MFG. CO., LTD. – Rep. of Korea

 TOYO INK AMERICA, LLC – The United States

★ LIOCHEM, INC. – The United States

 TOYO INK BRASIL LTDA. – Brazil

 Sumika Polymer Compounds America Inc. – The United States

 TOYO INK EUROPE S.A.S. – France

★ TOYO INK EUROPE SPECIALTY CHEMICALS S.A.S. – France

 TOYO INK EUROPE PLASTIC COLORANT S.A.S. – France

 Sumika Polymer Compounds (UK) Ltd. – Britain

 Sumika Polymer Compounds (France) S.A. – France

 TOYO-ARETS INTERNATIONAL N.V. – Belgium

 TOYO INK ARETS N.V. – Belgium

 TOYO INK TURKEY KİMYA SANAYİ AȘ. – Turkey

★ TIPPS PTE. LTD. – Singapore

★ TOYOCHEM SPECIALTY CHEMICAL SDN. BHD. – Malaysia

★ TOYO INK (THAILAND) CO., LTD. – Thailand

 Sumika Polymer Compounds (Thailand) Co., Ltd. – Thailand

 TOYO INK (PHILIPPINES) CO. INC. – The Philippines

★ TOYO INK COMPOUNDS CORPORATION – The Philippines

 PT. TOYO INK INDONESIA – Indonesia

 TOYO INK (MIDDLE EAST) FZE. – Dubai

 Sumitomo Chemical Polymer Compounds Saudi Arabia Co., Ltd. – Saudi Arabia

 TOYO INK VIETNAM CO., LTD. – Vietnam

★ TOYO INK COMPOUNDS VIETNAM CO., LTD. – Vietnam

 TOYO INK INDIA PVT. LTD. – India

 Heubach Toyo Colour Pvt. Ltd . - India

★ TOYO INK AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. – Australia
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